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Chapter 1

Functions &
Forms of
Goverment
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Identify the main functions of government
• Define, compare, and contrast various types of
world governments.
• Discuss how fragile democracy is and how a
government can turn authoritarian.

Section 1

Functions of government
Introduction

tools to advance their aims. The tactics include advocating their
positions publicly, attempting to educate supporters and

Politics as a term is generally applied to the art or science of
running governmental or state aﬀairs. The term includes behavior
within civil governments, but is also applied to institutions, fields,
and special interest groups such as the corporate, academic,
and religious segments of society. It consists of “social relations
involving authority or power” as well as the methods and tactics
used to formulate and apply policy. Political scientist Harold
Lasswell defined politics as “who gets what, when, and how.”
Let us examine the various functions of government.

Public policy

opponents, and mobilizing allies on a particular issue.

Defending the nation
One of the most important functions of a government is to
provide common defense and security for its citizens. In the U.S.,
The White House National Security Council is the principal forum
used by the President of the United States for considering
national security and foreign policy matters with his senior
national security advisors and Cabinet oﬃcials. The Security
Council is part of the Executive Oﬃce of the President of the
United States. Since its inception under Harry S. Truman, the

Public policy as government action is generally the principled

function of the Council has been to advise and assist the

guide to action taken by the administrative or executive

President on national security and foreign policies. The Council

branches of the state with regard to a class of issues in a manner

also serves as the president’s principal arm for coordinating

consistent with law and institutional customs. Shaping public

these policies among various government agencies. The U.S.

policy is a complex and multifaceted process. It involves the

Council also has counterparts in the national security councils of

interplay of numerous individuals and interest groups competing

many other nations.

and collaborating to influence policymakers to act in a particular
way. These individuals and groups use a variety of tactics and

Establishing justice
3

Justice is a concept of moral rightness based on ethics,

Promoting the general welfare

rationality, law, natural law, religion, or equity. In a world where
people are interconnected, but with disagreements, institutions

The General Welfare clause is a section of the Constitution—as

are required to instantiate ideals of justice. These institutions may

well as certain charters and statutes—which provides that the

be justified by their approximate instantiation of justice, or they

governing body empowered by the document may enact laws to

may be deeply unjust when compared with ideal standards.

promote the general welfare of the people. In some countries, the

Another definition of justice is an independent investigation of

clause has been used as a basis for legislation promoting the

truth. In a court room, lawyers, the judge, and the jury are

health, safety, morals, and well-being of the people governed by

supposed to be independently investigating the truth of an

the state. Such clauses are generally interpreted as granting the

alleged crime.

state broad power to legislate or regulate for the general welfare,

The judiciary is the system of courts that interprets and applies
the law in the name of the state. Under the doctrine of the

remaining independent of other powers specified in the governing
document.

separation of powers, the judiciary generally does not make law

The common good is a term that can refer to several diﬀerent

or enforce law, but rather interprets law and applies it to the facts

concepts. In the popular meaning, the common good describes a

of each case. The judiciary also provides a mechanism for the

specific “good” that is shared and beneficial for all members of a

with ensuring equal justice under law. It usually consists of a

given community. This is also how the common good is broadly

court of final appeal, together with lower courts.

defined in philosophy, ethics, and political science.

The rule of law is a legal doctrine whereby governmental

The U.S. Constitution contains two references to “the General

decisions are made by applying known legal principles. Rule of

Welfare,” one occurring in the Preamble and the other in the

law implies that every citizen is subject to the law. It stands in

Taxing and Spending clause. The Preamble of the United States

contrast to the idea that the ruler is above the law. All government

Constitution states that the Union was established “to promote

oﬃcers of the United States, including the President, the Justices

the general Welfare.” The Taxing and Spending Clause is the

of the Supreme Court, and all members of Congress, pledge first

clause that gives the federal government of the United States its

to uphold the Constitution. These oaths aﬃrm that the rule of law

power of taxation. However, The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld

is superior to the rule of any human leader.

that the mention of the clause in the Preamble “has never been
4

regarded as the source of any substantive power conferred on the
Government of the United States or on any of its Departments.”

Resolving conflicts
The judiciary is the system of courts that interprets and applies
the law in the name of the state. The judiciary also provides a
mechanism for the resolution of disputes. Conflict resolution is
conceptualized as the methods and processes involved in
facilitating the peaceful ending of social conflict. More narrowly,
dispute resolution is the process of resolving disputes between
parties. The legal system provides a necessary structure for the
resolution of many disputes. However, some disputants will not
reach agreement through a collaborative process. Some disputes
need the coercive power of the state to enforce a resolution.
Methods of dispute resolution include: litigation, arbitration,
mediation, and conciliation.
The previous section is provided by Lumen Learning’s
Boundless Political Science.
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Section 2

Forms of government
“Government is the means by which state policy is enforced, as

Forms of government

well as the mechanism for determining the policy of the state. A
form of government, or form of state governance, refers to the

Governments with Aristocracy attributes are traditionally ruled by

set of political institutions by which a government of a state is

the “best” people. Aristocracy refers to the rule by elite citizens;

organized. Governments consist of two broad interplaying

a system of governance in which a person who rules in an

elements that generally determine how a government is coded:

aristocracy is an aristocrat. It has come to mean rule by “the

the power source and the power structure. Power source refers

aristocracy” who are people of noble birth. A meritocracy refers

to the individuals and institutions that exercise governing

to rule by the meritorious; a system of governance where groups

authority over a state and the means by which they obtain their

are selected on the basis of people’s ability, knowledge in a

power, while power structure refers to the system by which they

given area, and contributions to society. Finally, a technocracy

are organized.

refers to rule by the educated; a system of governance where

States are served by a continuous succession of diﬀerent
governments. Each successive government is composed of a
body of individuals who control and exercise control over
political decision-making. Their function is to make and enforce
laws and arbitrate conflicts. In some societies, this group is often
a self-perpetuating or hereditary class. In other societies, such as

people who are skilled or proficient govern in their respective
areas of expertise in technology would be in control of all
decision making. Doctors, engineers, scientists, professionals
and technologists who have knowledge, expertise, or skills,
would compose the governing body, instead of politicians,
businessmen, and economists.

democracies, the political roles remain, but there is frequent

Governments with autocratic attributes are ruled by one person

turnover of the people actually filling the positions.

who has all the power over the people in a country. The Roman
Republic made Dictators to lead during times of war. In modern

6

times, an autocrat’s rule is not stopped by any rules of law,

democracy because very few people are given the chance to

constitutions, or other social and political institutions. After World

change things. An oligarchy does not have to be hereditary or

War II, many governments in Latin America, Asia, and Africa were

monarchic. An oligarchy does not have one clear ruler, but several

ruled by autocratic governments.

powerful people. Some historical examples of oligarchy are the

Governments with democratic attributes are most common in the
Western world and in some countries of the east. In democracies,
all of the people in a country can vote during elections for
representatives or political parties that they prefer. The people in
democracies can elect representatives who will sit on legislatures

former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and Apartheid in South
Africa. Fictional oligarchic examples include the dystopian society
of Oceania displayed in the book Nineteen Eighty-Four, the
stratocracy government of Starship Troopers, and the kritarchic
“street judges” of Judge Dredd.

such as the Parliament or Congress. Political parties are

Governments tend to fall between traditionally democratic and

organizations of people with similar ideas about how a country or

non-democratic forms. These forms of government are usually

region should be governed. Diﬀerent political parties have

distinguished based on who controls the state, how that authority

diﬀerent ideas about how the government should handle diﬀerent

is justified, and in what ways leaders and governments are

problems. Democracy is the government of the people, by the

structurally organized based on these justifications.

people, for the people.
Governments with monarchic attributes are ruled by a king or a
queen who inherits their position from their family, which is often
called the “royal family.” There are at two opposing types of
monarchies: absolute monarchies and constitutional monarchies.
In an absolute monarchy, the ruler has no limits on their wishes or
powers. In a constitutional monarchy a ruler’s powers are limited
by a document called a constitution.

Democratic governments
Democracy is a form of government in which all eligible citizens
have an equal say in the decisions that aﬀect their lives.
Democracy allows people to participate equally—either directly or
through elected representatives—in the proposal, development,
and creation of laws. It encompasses social, economic, and
cultural conditions that enable the free and equal practice of
political self-determination. The term originates from the Greek

Governments with oligarchic attributes are ruled by a small group

word: δημοκρατία (dēmokratía), which translates to “rule of the

of powerful and/or influential people. These people may spread

people.” This term was used around 400 BCE to denote the

power equally or not equally. An oligarchy is diﬀerent from a true
7

political systems then existing in Greek city-states, notably

excluded from it. In the direct democracy of Athens, the

Athens.

electorate did not nominate representatives to vote on legislation

A democratic government contrasts two forms of government
where power is either held by one, as in a monarchy, or where
power is held by a small number of individuals, as in an oligarchy
or aristocracy. Nevertheless, these oppositions, inherited from
Greek philosophy, are now ambiguous because contemporary
governments have mixed democratic, oligarchic, and monarchic
elements. Several variants of democracy exist, but there are two

and executive bills on their behalf (as in the United States
Congress), but instead voted on these items in their own right.
Participation was by no means open, but the in-group of
participants was constituted with no reference to economic class
and they participated on a large scale. The public opinion of
voters was remarkably influenced by the political satire performed
by the comic poets at the theaters.

basic forms, both of which concern how the whole body of

Also relevant is the history of Roman republic, beginning circa

citizens executes its will: direct democracy and representative

449 BCE. The ancient Roman Republic’s “citizen lawmaking”—

democracy.

citizen formulation and passage of law, as well as citizen veto of

Direct democracy

legislature-made law—began about 449 BCE and lasted the
approximately 400 years to the death of Julius Caesar in 44 BCE.

Direct democracy is a form of democracy in which people vote on

Modern-era citizen lawmaking began in the towns of Switzerland

policy initiatives directly. This is diﬀerent from a representative

in the 13th century CE. In 1847, the Swiss added the “statute

democracy, in which people vote for representatives who then

referendum” to their national constitution. Currently in

vote on policy initiatives. Depending on the particular system in

Switzerland, single majorities are suﬃcient at the town, city, and

use, it might entail passing executive decisions, making laws,

canton level, but at the national level, double majorities are

directly electing or dismissing oﬃcials, and conducting trials. Two

required on constitutional matters. The intent of the double

leading forms of direct democracy are participatory democracy

majorities is simply to ensure any citizen-made law’s legitimacy.

and deliberative democracy.
The earliest known direct democracy is said to be the Athenian
Democracy in the 5th century BCE, although it was not an
inclusive democracy; women, foreigners, and slaves were

Representative democracy
Direct democracy was very much opposed by the framers of the
United States Constitution and some signatories of the
Declaration of Independence. They saw a danger in majorities
8

forcing their will on minorities. As a result, they advocated a

political repression and the exclusion of potential challengers. It

representative democracy in the form of a constitutional republic

uses political parties and mass organizations to mobilize people

over a direct democracy. For example, James Madison, in

around the goals of the regime. Authoritarianism emphasizes

Federalist No. 10, advocates a constitutional republic over direct

arbitrary law rather than the rule of law, including election rigging

democracy precisely to protect the individual from the will of the

and political decisions being made by a select group of oﬃcials

majority. Representative democracy is a variety of democracy

behind closed doors. Authoritarianism is marked by “indefinite

founded on the principle of elected people representing a group

political tenure” of an autocratic state or a ruling-party state.

of people. For example, three countries, which use representative
democracy, are the United States of America (a representative
democracy), the United Kingdom (a constitutional monarchy) and
Poland (a republic). It is an element of both the parliamentary
system and presidential system of government and is typically
used in a lower chamber such as the House of Commons (UK) or
Bundestag (Germany).

An autocracy is a system of government in which a supreme
political power is concentrated in the hands of one person, whose
decisions are subject to neither external legal restraints nor
regularized mechanisms of popular control. By contrast, a singleparty state is a type of party system government in which a single
political party forms the government and no other parties are
permitted to run candidates for election. Typically, single-party

Non-democratic governments: authoritarianism,

states hold the suppression of political factions, except as

totalitarianism & dictatorship

transitory issue oriented currents within the single party or

Unlike democracy, authoritarianism and totalitarianism are forms
of government where an individual or a single-party concentrates
all power.
Authoritarianism
Authoritarianism is a form of social organization characterized by
submission to authority as well as the administration of said
authority. In politics, an authoritarian government is characterized
by highly concentrated and centralized power maintained by

permanent coalition as a self-evident good. The Communist Party
of China’s single-party rule of the People’s Republic of China is a
prominent contemporary example.
Totalitarianism
Totalitarianism is an extreme version of authoritarianism.
Authoritarianism primarily diﬀers from totalitarianism in that social
and economic institutions exist free from governmental control.
By contrast, totalitarianism is a political system where the state
holds total authority over the society and seeks to control all
9

aspects of public and private life wherever necessary. The term
‘an authoritarian regime’ denotes a state in which the single
power holder—an individual ‘dictator,’ a committee or a junta or
an otherwise small group of political elite—monopolizes political
power. However, a totalitarian regime attempts to control virtually
all aspects of the social life, including economy, education, art,
science, private life, and morals of citizens. The concept became

Dictatorship
A dictatorship is defined as an autocratic form of government in
which the government is ruled by an individual: a dictator. In
contemporary usage, dictatorship refers to an autocratic form of
absolute rule by leadership unrestricted by law, constitutions, or
other social and political factors within the state.

prominent in Western anti-communist political discourse during

For some scholars, a dictatorship is a form of government that

the Cold War era in order to highlight perceived similarities

has the power to govern without consent of those being

between Nazi Germany and other fascist regimes on the one

governed (similar to authoritarianism), while totalitarianism

hand, and Soviet communism on the other.

describes a state that regulates nearly every aspect of public and

Political scientists Carl Friedrich and Zbigniew Brzezinski were
primarily responsible for expanding the usage of the term in
university social science and professional research, reformulating
it as a paradigm for the Soviet Union as well as fascist regimes.
For Friedrich and Brzezinski, the defining elements were intended
to be taken as a mutually supportive organic entity composed of
the following: an elaborating guiding ideology; a single mass
party, typically led by a dictator; a system of terror; a monopoly of

private behavior of the people. In other words, dictatorship
concerns the source of the governing power and totalitarianism
concerns the scope of the governing power. In this sense,
dictatorship (government without people’s consent) is a contrast
to democracy (government whose power comes from people)
and totalitarianism (government controls every aspect of people’s
life) opposes pluralism (government allows multiple lifestyles and
opinions).

the means of communication and physical force; and central

The wave of military dictatorships in Latin America in the second

direction, and control of the economy through state planning.

half of the twentieth century left a particular mark on Latin

Such regimes had initial origins in the chaos that followed in the

American culture. In Latin American literature, the dictator novel

wake of World War I, at which point the sophistication of modern

challenging dictatorship is a significant genre. There are also

weapons and communications enabled totalitarian movements to

many films depicting Latin American military dictatorships.

consolidate power.
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Non-democratic governments: monarchy, oligarchy,

republics. Advocacy of republics is called republicanism, while

technocracy, & theocracy

advocacy of monarchies is called monarchism. As of 2010 in

Monarchy

Europe, there are twelve monarchies: seven kingdoms, one grand
duchy, one papacy, and two principalities, as well as the diarchy

A monarchy is a form of government in which sovereignty is

of Andorra.

actually or nominally embodied in a single individual, the

Oligarchy

monarch. This is a form of government in which a state or polity is
ruled or controlled by an individual who typically inherits the

Oligarchy is a form of power structure in which power eﬀectively

throne by birth and rules for life or until abdication. Monarchs may

rests with a small number of people. These people could be

be autocrats (absolute monarchy) or ceremonial heads of state

distinguished by royalty, wealth, family ties, education, corporate,

who exercise little or no power or only reserve power, with actual

or military control. Such states are often controlled by a few

authority vested in a parliament or other body such as a

prominent families who pass their influence from one generation

constitutional assembly.

to the next. Forms of government and other political structures

Monarchs have various titles—king or queen, prince or princess,
malik or malikah, emperor or empress, duke or grand duke, and
Shah. Monarchy is associated with political or sociocultural
hereditary rule; most monarchs, both historically and in the
modern day, have been born and brought up within a royal family
and trained for future duties. However, some monarchies are nonhereditary. In an elective monarchy, the monarch is elected but
otherwise serves as any other monarch. Historical examples of
elective monarchy include the Holy Roman Emperors and the free
election of kings of the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth.

associated with oligarchy usually include aristocracy, meritocracy,
plutocracy, military junta, technocracy, and theocracy.
Aristocracy & plutocracy
Aristocracy is a form of government in which a few elite citizens
rule. In the origins in Ancient Greece, it was conceived of as rule
by the best qualified citizens, and contrasted with monarchy. In
later times, aristocracy was usually seen as rule by a privileged
group, the aristocratic class, and contrasted with democracy.
Similarly, plutocracy is rule by the wealthy. Unlike systems such
as democracy, plutocracy is not rooted in a political philosophy

Monarchies have existed throughout the world, although in recent

and has no advocates; the term is only used in a pejorative sense.

centuries many states have abolished the monarchy and become

Examples of plutocracies include the Roman Republic, some city11

states in Ancient Greece, the civilization of Carthage, the Italian

Yemen, Afghanistan, Somalia, Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Mauritania,

city-states/merchant republics of Venice, Florence, Genoa, and

Oman and Iran.

pre-World War II Empire of Japan zaibatsu.
Other forms of governance

The previous section is provided by Lumen Learning’s
Boundless Political Science.

Technocracy is a form of government in which experts in
technology would be in control of all decision making. Scientists,
engineers, and technologists who have knowledge, expertise, or
skills, would compose the governing body instead of politicians,
businessmen, and economists. In a technocracy, decision makers
would be selected based upon how knowledgeable and skillful
they are in their field.
Theocracy is a form of government in which oﬃcial policy is
governed by immediate divine guidance or by oﬃcials who are
regarded as divinely guided, or is pursuant to the doctrine of a
particular religion or religious group. Theocracy essentially means
rule by a church or analogous religious leadership; a state in
which the goal is to direct the population towards God and in
which God himself is the theoretical “head of the state.”
An Islamic state is a state that has adopted Islam, specifically
Sharia (Islamic Law), as its foundations for political institutions, or
laws, exclusively, and has implemented the Islamic ruling system
and is therefore a theocracy. Although there is much debate as to
which states or groups operate strictly according to Islamic Law,
Sharia is the oﬃcial basis for state laws in the following countries:
12

Table 1.1

Table 1.2
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Chapter 2

Socioeconomic
Systems
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Explain the diﬀerences between capitalism,
communism, socialism, and democratic
socialism.
• Discuss variations of economic systems as
implemented in several countries, along with
their advantages and disadvantages.
• Debate universal basic income initiative as
implemented in various countries.

Introduction

individuals seek to maximize their own wealth, society as a whole
is said to benefit. Goods get produced, services are rendered,

The two major economic systems in modern societies are

people pay for the goods and services they need and desire, and

capitalism and socialism. In practice, no one society is purely

the economy and society as a whole prosper.

capitalist or socialist, so it is helpful to think of capitalism and
socialism as lying on opposite ends of a continuum. Societies’
economies mix elements of both capitalism and socialism but do
so in varying degrees, so that some societies lean toward the
capitalist end of the continuum, while other societies lean toward
the socialist end. For example, the United States is a capitalist

One important hallmark of capitalism is competition for profit.
This competition is thought to help ensure the best products at
the lowest prices, as companies will ordinarily try to keep their
prices as low as possible to attract buyers and maximize their
sales.

nation, but the government still regulates many industries to

As people pursue personal profit under capitalism, they compete

varying degrees. The industries usually would prefer less

with each other for the greatest profits. Businesses try to attract

regulation, while their critics usually prefer more regulation. The

more demand for their products in many ways, including lowering

degree of such regulation was the point of controversy after the

prices, creating better products, and advertising how wonderful

failure of banks and other financial institutions in 2008 and 2009

their products are. In capitalist theory, such competition helps

and after the BP oil spill in 2010. Let’s see how capitalism and

ensure the best products at the lowest prices, again benefiting

socialism diﬀer.

society as a whole. Such competition also helps ensure that no

Capitalism

single party controls an entire market. According to Smith, the
competition that characterizes capitalism should be left to

Capitalism is an economic system in which the means of

operate on its own, free of government intervention or control. For

production are privately owned. By means of production, we

this reason, capitalism is often referred to as laissez-faire (French

mean everything—land, tools, technology, and so forth—that is

for “leave alone”) capitalism, and terms to describe capitalism

needed to produce goods and services. As outlined by famed

include the free-enterprise system and the free market.

Scottish philosopher Adam Smith (1723–1790), widely considered
the founder of modern economics, the most important goal of
capitalism is the pursuit of personal profit (Smith, 1776/1910). As

The hallmarks of capitalism, then, are private ownership of the
means of production, the pursuit of profit, competition for profit,
and the lack of government intervention in this competition.
16

Socialism

we have societies characterized by a relatively free market, and at
the other end we have those characterized by strict government

The features of socialism are the opposite of those just listed for

regulation of the economy. The figure below depicts the nations

capitalism and were spelled out most famously by Karl

of the world along this continuum. Capitalist nations are found

Marx. Socialism is an economic system in which the means of

primarily in North America and Western Europe but also exist in

production are collectively owned, usually by the government.

other parts of the world.

Whereas the United States has several airlines that are owned by
airline corporations, a socialist society might have one
government-owned airline.

Expand the following map to learn more about capitalism and
socialism around the world:

The most important goal of socialism is not the pursuit of
personal profit but rather work for the collective good: the needs
of society are considered more important than the needs of the
individual. Because of this view, individuals do not compete with
each other for profit; instead they work together for the good of
everyone. If under capitalism the government is supposed to let
the economy alone, under socialism the government controls the
economy.
The ideal outcome of socialism, said Marx, would be a truly
classless or communist society. In such a society all members are
equal, and stratification does not exist. Obviously, Marx’s vision of
a communist society was never fulfilled, and nations that called
themselves communist departed drastically from his vision of
communism.
Recall that societies can be ranked on a continuum ranging from
mostly capitalist to mostly socialist. At one end of the continuum,
17

Comparing capitalism & socialism

competition or cooperation. Important values in the United States
include competition and individualism, both of which arguably

People have debated the relative merits of capitalism and

reflect this nation’s capitalist system. Children in the United

socialism at least since the time of Marx (Bowles, 2007; Cohen,

States are raised with more of an individual orientation than

2009). Compared to socialism, capitalism seems to have several

children in socialist societies, who learn that the needs of their

advantages. It produces greater economic growth and

society are more important than the needs of the individual.

productivity, at least in part because it provides more incentives

Whereas U.S. children learn to compete with each other for good

(i.e., profit) for economic innovation. It also is often characterized

grades, success in sports, and other goals, children in socialist

by greater political freedom in the form of civil rights and liberties.

societies learn to cooperate to achieve tasks.

As an economic system, capitalism seems to lend itself to
personal freedom: because its hallmarks include the private
ownership of the means of production and the individual pursuit
of profit, there is much more emphasis in capitalist societies on
the needs and desires of the individual and less emphasis on the
need for government intervention in economic and social aﬀairs.

More generally, capitalism is said by its critics to encourage
selfish and even greedy behavior: if individuals try to maximize
their profit, they do so at the expense of others. In competition,
someone has to lose. A company’s ultimate aim, and one that is
generally lauded, is to maximize its profits by driving another
company out of the market altogether. If so, that company

Yet capitalism also has its drawbacks. There is much more

“succeeds even if some other party is hurting. The small Mom-

economic inequality in capitalism than in socialism. Although

and-Pop grocery stores, drugstores, and hardware stores are

capitalism produces economic growth, not all segments of

almost a thing of the past, as big-box stores open their doors and

capitalism share this growth equally, and there is a much greater

drive their competition out of business. To its critics, then,

diﬀerence between the rich and poor than under socialism.

capitalism encourages harmful behavior. Yet it is precisely this

People can become very rich in capitalist nations, but they can

type of behavior that is taught in business schools.

also remain quite poor. Several Western European nations that
are more socialist than the United States have fewer extremes of
wealth and poverty and take better care of their poor.
Another possible drawback depends on whether you prefer
18

Table 2.1
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Table 2.2

Democratic socialism

Universal basic income

The economies of Denmark, pictured here, and several other

A universal basic income (UBI) is an unconditional cash payment

Western European nations feature a combination of capitalism

given at regular intervals by the government to all residents,

and socialism that is called democratic socialism. In these

regardless of their earnings or employment status.

economies, the government owns important industries, but

Pilot UBI or more limited basic income programs that give a basic

private property and political freedom remain widespread.
Some nations combine elements of both capitalism and socialism
and are called social democracies, while their combination of

income to a smaller group of people instead of an entire
population have taken place or are ongoing in Brazil, Canada,
China, Finland, Germany, India, Iran, Japan, Kenya, Namibia,

capitalism and socialism is called democratic socialism. In these

Spain, and The Netherlands as of Oct. 20, 2020

nations, which include Denmark, Sweden, and several other

In the United States, the Alaska Permanent Fund (AFP), created in

Western European nations, the government owns several
important industries, but much property remains in private hands,
and political freedom is widespread.
The government in these nations has extensive programs to help

1976, is funded by oil revenues. AFP provides dividends to
permanent residents of the state. The amount varies each year
based on the stock market and other factors, and has ranged
from $331.29 (1984) to $2,072 (2015). The payout for 2020 was

the poor and other people in need. Although these nations have

$992.00, the smallest check received since 2013.

high tax rates to help finance their social programs, their

UBI has been in American news mostly thanks to the 2020

experience indicates it is very possible to combine the best
features of capitalism and socialism while avoiding their faults.

presidential campaign of Andrew Yang whose continued
promotion of a UBI resulted in the formation of a nonprofit,

The previous section is provided by University of Minnesota’s

Humanity Forward.

Sociology: Understanding and Changing the Social World.

Should the United States Implement a Universal Basic Income?
Let us examine some pros and cons to further understand the
concept.

21

Pros
1. Universal Basic Income (UBI) reduces poverty and income
inequality, and improves physical and mental health.
Scott Santens, Founding Member of the Economic Security
Project, says that a UBI set at $1,000 per adult per month and
$300 per child per month would eradicate US poverty entirely.
The poverty level in Brazil has fallen to the lowest level in 40 years
after $100 a month has been distributed to about 25% of the

Kenya’s ongoing UBI trial has reportedly led to increased
happiness and life satisfaction, and to reduced stress and
depression.
Matthew Smith, PhD, Professor in Health History at the University
of Strathclyde, stated that UBI could improve a range of mental
health concerns and stressful situations proven to deteriorate
mental health: “Recent research has linked the stress of poverty
with inflammation in the brain… UBI could be set at a level to
ensure that everyone’s basic needs are met. This would reduce

population beginning in Mar. 2020.

much of the stress faced by the working poor or families on

Namibia’s UBI program, the Basic Income Grant (trialled in

children, to leave abusive relationships. Domestic abuse occurs

2007-2012), reduced household poverty rates from 76% of

more often in poorer households, where victims lack the financial

residents before the trial started to 37% after one year. Child

means to escape. Similarly, UBI might prevent the negative

malnutrition rates also fell from 42% to 17% in six months.

childhood experiences believed to lead to mental illness and

Participants in India’s UBI trial (2013-2014) said that UBIs helped
improve their health by enabling them to aﬀord medicine, improve
sanitation, gain access to clean water, eat more regularly, and
reduce their anxiety levels.
Mincome, a trial UBI in Manitoba, Canada, in the mid-1970s,
found that hospitalizations for accidents, injuries, and mental
health diagnoses declined during the trial.

benefits… UBI would also help people, usually women and

other problems later in life. These include experiencing violence
or abuse, or having parents with mental health, substance abuse
and legal problems. Behind these problems are often poverty,
inequality and social isolation.”
2. UBI leads to positive job growth and lower school dropout
rates.
The guarantee of UBI protects people from sluggish wage growth,
low wages, and the lack of job security caused by the eﬀects of
the growing gig economy such as Uber/Lyft driving and shortterm contracts, as well as increased automation in the workplace.
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Researchers from the Roosevelt Institute created three models for

3. UBI guarantees income for non-working parents and

US implementation of UBI and found that under all scenarios, UBI

caregivers, thus empowering important traditionally unpaid

would grow the economy by increasing output, employment,

roles, especially for women.

prices, and wages. Since implementation of the Alaska
Permanent Fund, the increased purchasing power of UBI

Guy Standing, PhD, Professor of Development Studies at the

recipients has resulted in 10,000 additional jobs for the state.

University of London (UK), says UBI makes all forms of work,
including childcare and eldercare, “equally deserving” of

UBI would also give employees the financial security to leave a

payment. In another article, Standing noted “Almost definitionally,

bad job, or wait until the good job comes along to (re)join the job

a properly designed basic income system will reduce gender-

market. People won’t have to take an awful job just to pay the

based inequality, because on average the payment will represent

bills.

a higher share of women’s income.”

UBI also enables people to stay in school longer and participate

A UBI also allows working parents to reduce their working hours

in training to improve skills or learn a trade.

in order to spend more time with their children or help with

Uganda’s UBI trial, the Youth Opportunities Program, enabled

household chores.

participants to invest in skills training as well as tools and

Reviewing the UBI trial in India (2013-2014), SEWA Bharat (an

materials, resulting in an increase of business assets by 57%,

organization related to women’s employment) and UNICEF (a

work hours by 17%, and earnings by 38%.

children’s rights organization) concluded that “women’s

The Canadian Mincome trial in the 1970’s found that participants
of the trial were more likely to complete high school than
counterparts not involved in the trial.
The Basic Income Grant trial in Namibia (2007-2012) enabled
parents to aﬀord school fees, buy school uniforms, and
encourage attendance. As a result, school dropout rates fell from
almost 40% in Nov. 2007 to 5% in June 2008 to almost 0% in
Nov. 2008.

empowerment was one of the more important outcomes of this
experiment,” noting that women receiving a UBI participated
more in household decision making, and benefited from improved
access to food, healthcare, and education.
The Basic Income Grant Coalition trial UBI in Namibia
(2007-2012) found that UBI “reduced the dependency of women
on men for their survival” and reduced the pressure to engage in
transactional sex.
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Mincome, the Canadian UBI trial in the mid-1970s, found that

Luke Martinelli, PhD, Research Associate at the University of

emergency room visits as a result of domestic violence reduced

Bath, created three models of UBI implementation and concluded

during the period of the trial, possibly because of the reduction in

that all three would lead to a significant number of individuals and

income-inequality between women and men.

households who are worse oﬀ. He noted that “these losses are

Cons
1. Universal Basic Income (UBI) takes money from the poor
and gives it to everyone, increasing poverty and depriving the
poor of much needed targeted support.
Universal Basic Income (UBI) takes money from the poor and
gives it to everyone, increasing poverty and depriving the poor of
much needed targeted support.
People experiencing poverty face a variety of hardships that are
addressed with existing anti-poverty measures such as food
stamps, medical aid, and child assistance programs. UBI
programs often use funds from these targeted programs for
distribution to everyone in society.
According to Robert Greenstein, President of the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, “[i]f you take the dollars targeted on
people in the bottom fifth or two-fifths of the population and
convert them to universal payments to people all the way up the
income scale, you’re redistributing income upward. That would
increase poverty and inequality rather than reduce them.”

not concentrated among richer groups; on the contrary, they are
proportionally larger for the bottom three income quintiles.”
Research by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) in Finland, France, Italy, and the UK
concluded that “rather than reducing the overall headcount of
those in poverty, a BI [basic income] would change the
composition of the income-poor population” and thus “would not
prove to be an eﬀective tool for reducing poverty.”
UBIs are also less cost-eﬀective than targeted welfare programs
because many people lack more than just cash. UBI does not
cure addiction, poor health, lack of skills, or other factors that
contribute to and exacerbate poverty.
Anna Coote, Principal Fellow at the New Economics Foundation,
and Edanur Yazici, PhD student, explain that there is “ the danger
of UBI entrenching low pay and precarious work. It could
eﬀectively subsidise employers who pay low wages and – by
creating a small cushion for workers on short-term and zerohours contracts – help to normalise precarity.” UBI could become
like another American tipping system in which employers pay low
wages and count on customers to fill in the gap with tips.
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2. UBI is too expensive.
A 2018 study found that a $1,000 a month stipend to every adult
in the United States would cost about $3.81 trillion per year, or
about 21% of the 2018 GDP, or about 78% of 2018 tax revenue.
A $2,000 a month per head of household UBI would cost an
estimated $2.275 trillion annually, says Marc Joﬀe, MBA, MPA,

concluded that, in all of these countries, UBI at a level which can
guarantee an acceptable standard of living is “impossibly
expensive… Either the level of basic income is unacceptably low,
or the cost of providing it is unacceptably high.”
3. UBI removes the incentive to work, adversely aﬀecting the
economy and leading to a labor and skills shortage.

Director of Policy Research at the California Policy Center. Some

Earned income motivates people to work, be successful, work

of this cost could be oﬀset by eliminating federal, state, and local

cooperatively with colleagues, and gain skills. However, “if we pay

assistance programs; however, by Joﬀe’s calculation, “these

people, unconditionally, to do nothing… they will do nothing” and

oﬀsets total only $810 billion… [leaving] a net budgetary cost of

this leads to a less eﬀective economy, says Charles Wyplosz,

over $1.4 trillion for a universal basic income program.”

PhD, Professor of International Economics at the Graduate

The UBI trial in Finland provided participants with €560 ($673

Institute in Geneva (Switzerland).

USD) a month for two years. [21] lkka Kaukoranta, MS, Chief

Economist Allison Schrager, PhD, says that a strong economy

Economist of the Central Organization of Finnish Trade Unions

relies on people being motivated to work hard, and in order to

(SAK), says that Finland’s UBI model is “impossibly expensive,

motivate people there needs to be an element of uncertainty for

since it would increase the government deficit by about 5 percent

the future. UBI, providing guaranteed security, removes this

[of GDP].”

uncertainty.

In a Sep. 14, 2016 parliamentary debate, UK Minister for

Elizabeth Anderson, PhD, Professor of Philosophy and Women’s

Employment, Damian Hinds, rejected the idea of UBI, saying that

Studies at the University of Michigan, says that a UBI would

estimated implementation costs ranging from £8.2 billion – £160

cause people “to abjure work for a life of idle fun… [and would]

billion ($10.8 billion – $211 billion USD) are “clearly unaﬀordable.”

depress the willingness to produce and pay taxes of those who

Economist John Kay, Research Fellow at the University of Oxford,

resent having to support them.”

studied proposed UBI levels in Finland, France, Germany,

Guaranteed income trials in the United States in the 1960s and

Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States, and

1970s found that the people who received payments worked
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fewer hours. And, in 2016, the Swiss government opposed
implementation of UBI, stating that it would entice fewer people
to work and thus exacerbate the current labor and skills
shortages.
Nicholas Eberstadt, PhD, Henry Wendt Chair in Political Economy,
and Evan Abramsky is a Research Associate, both at American
Enterprise Institute (AEI), stated, “the daily routines of existing
work-free men should make proponents of the UBI think long and
hard. Instead of producing new community activists, composers,
and philosophers, more paid worklessness in America might only
further deplete our nation’s social capital at a time when good
citizenship is already in painfully short supply.”
The previous section is provided by Brittanica ProCon.org’s
“Universal Basic Income—Top 3 Pros and Cons.”
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Chapter 3

World Legal
Systems
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Compare and contrast the common law
system, civil law system, religious law systems,
and customary law systems
• Understand the historical influence of the
various legal systems in the national culture of
a country.
• Debate how the legal system of a country
impacts business decisions.

by a legislature. In this system, much of the law is made by

Introduction

judges’ decisions, called precedent. This means that if a similar
Legal systems vary from country to country, and sometimes

case has been resolved by a court in the past, a court is bound to

within a single country. Although they develop in diﬀerent ways,

follow the reasoning used in the prior decision. While judges are

legal systems also have some similarities based on historically

very important in common law systems, legislatures still have a

accepted justice ideals. Legal systems do fall into groups or

part to play. Common law systems also rely on statutes that are

patterns with some similar features within each group. Among the

passed by the legislature or a parliament, and judges have the

main groups that you might encounter are: 1) common law; 2) civil

role of interpreting how the legislature’s laws are applied in

law; 3) religious law; and 4) customary law.

individual cases. In common law legal systems, legal proceedings

Many countries employ more than one of these systems at the
same time to create a hybrid system. In some places, the current
security situation can also impact the way that legal systems
work. It is helpful to understand some of the similarities and
diﬀerences among legal systems. Tap to expand Table 3.1:

are mostly adversarial, rather than inquisitorial. This means that
for the most part, two opposing parties (adversaries) appear
before a judge who moderates. Defendants are entitled to be
present and to be represented by a lawyer. The attorneys on both
sides generally have an active role in representing their clients
throughout the case and in presenting evidence and arguments in
court. A jury of people without legal training can decide the facts
of the case, and if there is a conviction, then a judge determines
the appropriate sentence based on the jury’s verdict.
Civil law systems place greater emphasis on legal codes crafted
by the legislature. Civil law statutes tend to be more detailed than
statutes under common law systems, and contain continuously
updated legal codes that specify all matters capable of being
brought before a court, the procedure to be followed, and the

Table 3.1

appropriate punishment. Civil law systems rely less on judges and

Common law was originally developed by judges through case-

more on academic legal experts to make legal interpretations. In a

by-case court decisions, rather than through legislation enacted

civil law system, the judge’s role is to establish the facts of the
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case and to analyze and apply the legislature’s written laws.
Because of this, legislators and legal scholars who draft and
interpret the codes are important in civil law legal systems. The
role of judges is diﬀerent in civil law systems compared to
common law systems. There are two types of judges in a civil law
system: an investigating judge (or magistrate) and trial or sitting
judges. Civil law systems are based on the belief that justice is
best served when a judge is an active participant in investigating
the facts of the case, thus the investigating judge or magistrate
will typically lead the investigation. Unlike common law systems,
which focus on the trial to determine the facts, civil law legal
systems mostly focus on pre-trial investigation and hearings to
establish the facts. The actual trials can be relatively brief and
informal because the trial judge will review the case file developed
by an investigating judge. During trial, witnesses are generally
allowed to give additional kinds of evidence and the defendant
often gives a statement. Cross-examination is rare.

in countries that have common or civil law systems, religious
courts may exclusively hear some matters (examples: marriage,
divorce and inheritance) for the followers of individual faiths if the
country has diﬀerent religious groups. Some countries
incorporate some aspects of religious law into civil or common

Tap to expand the map in the next column in order to learn more

law systems (see Hybrid Legal Systems, below). In some

about legal systems around the world.

countries, elements of Hindu, Buddhist, Confucian, or Sikh laws
may be incorporated into the legal systems.

Religious law

Canon law is the body of laws and regulations made or adopted

In traditional religious legal systems, criminal law is based mainly

by ecclesiastical authority for the government of Christian

on religious texts and interpretations of those texts. Religious

communities. Although at the root of much of the Western legal

legal systems include Canon or Ecclesiastical law (e.g., Roman

tradition, Canon law is applied very seldom across the world

Catholic, Anglican), Islamic law, and Talmudic (Jewish) law. Even

today. It is the internal ecclesiastical law, or operational policy,
governing the Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox and
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Oriental Orthodox churches, and the individual national churches

Talmudic legal system also relies on the written opinions of those

within the Anglican Communion. Examples of issues brought to

learned in the law. According to rabbinic tradition there are 613

ecclesiastical courts are marriage annulment and clergy

laws written in the Torah, pertaining to nearly every aspect of

misconduct.

human life.

Islamic law or Sharia is the religious law that applies in many

Other legal systems: customary law & hybrid legal

Muslim communities to varying extents. Islamic law is a basic set
of rules that are based on two primary sources: the Koran and the
Sunnah (the model written behavior of the Prophet Muhammad),
but also on a variety of legal interpretations. In some countries,

systems
Customary law

Islamic law only governs family matters and all other legal issues

Countries that do not historically have strong formal justice

are handled through the secular court system. Other countries

systems may rely upon customary law. Customary law is

take a variety of approaches: some apply Islamic in combination

generally found at the tribal or local level in districts, counties,

with secular law; in others, Islamic is applied in a modified form;

and villages, and is a vast set of practices

and some other countries apply strict Islamic legal interpretations
in all courts. Legal interpretation may depend on the branch of
Islam practiced within a country. Islamic law generally recognizes
a role for victims in the justice system.
Talmudic law Halachah or applies in some countries and regions
with heavily concentrated Jewish populations. The major sources
of law in this legal system are the Torah (the first five books of the
Old Testament in the Christian western tradition), both written and
oral, as well as the Talmud. The Talmud is a written commentary
of valuable opinions about the content of the written and oral
Torah. Similar to the importance placed on interpretations of
academic scholars and legal experts in the civil law system, the

that vary from community to community. These traditional rights
and obligation are generally unique to a particular society or
culture. Customary law is based on longstanding local customs,
which greatly shape the ideas of justice. It is
often oral, not written. It generally uses a case-by-case approach
to dispute resolution involving informal mediation or arbitration,
and typically does not include a formal trial. Customary law
frequently becomes a function of tribal or village elders in the
absence of a functioning formal justice system, as in a conflict or
post-conflict country. Such is the case of Xeer, which is the law
system of Northern and Western Somalia. Elders serve as judges
and help mediate cases using precedents. The court is
30

traditionally formed beneath an acacia tree where

The previous section is provided by the U.S. Department of

judges arbitrate a dispute until both parties are satisfied. This

Justice’s International Legal Systems.

process can sometimes lead to several days worth of
discussions.
Another example is the Pashtunwali, is the non-written ethical
code of honor of native Pashtun tribes in Afghanistan and
Pakistan. The code includes hospitality, honor, justice and
revenge, loyalty, protection of women and the land, pride and
courage.
Hybrid legal systems
Countries may have mixed legal systems that draw on common
law and/or civil law traditions, mixed with customary or religious
laws. For example, Islamic law operates alongside civil or
common law in some countries. India has a common law system
combined with separate personal law codes that apply to
Muslims, Christians, and Hindus. Pakistan’s legal system
combines common law and Islamic law. Nepal’s legal system
combines Hindu legal concepts and common law. The Philippines
has a mixed legal system of civil, common, Islamic and
customary law. Sri Lanka’s legal system combines civil law,
common law and customary law. Most Pacific island countries
recognize customary law as well as common law. In some African
countries, customary law still has great influence, and local values
play a role in informal justice systems and accountability.
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Chapter 4

Political Risk

After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Assess the sources and types of political risks.
• Compare and contrast nationalization,
expropriation, asset confiscation,
domestication, and transfer and currency risks.
• Identify the degree and causes of political
corruption in various countries, giving specific
examples as reported in business news outlet,
along with possible solutions.
• Discuss the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and
its impact after 50 years since its passing.

Section 1

Sources & types of political risk
Introduction

usually comes into play when a business is considering activities
in other countries. In the academic literature, the focus is

Political risk analysis assesses the probability that political

generally placed on foreign direct investment (FDI) rather than on

decisions, events, or conditions will significantly aﬀect the

relatively passive portfolio investment. The exposure of assets or

profitability of a business or the expected value of a given

personnel in FDI reinforces the relevance of political risk analysis.

business decision. A wide spectrum of political risks may aﬀect

However, political risk can also aﬀect the expected profits and

business, and political risk analysts use both qualitative and

market stakes of exporters, contractors, and licensors.

quantitative methodologies to analyze and assess such risks.
Although political risk analysis has a long history, a series of

Sources of political risk

international crises in the 1970s prompted its development into

Several, sometimes overlapping government functions can have

an institutionalized business practice. They included the 1973 oil

an impact on business. In many industrialized countries,

embargo by OPEC (the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting

government’s role as a regulator is especially extensive, resulting

Countries) and the Nicaraguan and Iranian revolutions of 1978–

in legislation related to the environment, health and safety,

79. Academic research on political risk analysis also emerged in

employment, trade unions, and consumers. A government can

earnest in the 1970s and ’80s.

also serve as a restrictor of business activity (tariﬀs and trade

Political risk analysts identify political risks and their variables,
assess their significance and the relationships between them,
and make recommendations regarding the management and

quotas), a redistributor of business income (taxation and social
welfare policies), a customer (procurement), and a sponsor
(subsidies and other corporate welfare).

mitigation of political risks. Although political risk analysis could

Some scholars have argued that political risk analysis displays

apply to the domestic activities of a business, in practice it

an inherent bias, according to which any government
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intervention in the economy is negative. It is in any case

from political concerns. However, some risks may ensue from

meaningful to locate the particular relationships between

nonpolitical actors and constitute a general security risk only,

multinational business and national governments or other political

requiring a distinct set of preventive measures and responses.

actors when assessing the actual political risk. The particular

Asset risks may include general nationalization and specific

cultural and historical context may also influence political risk—

expropriation, restrictions on ownership, and an insistence on

for example, in cases in which energy or mineral companies are

locally owned shareholdings or local directorships. Contractual

associated with earlier colonial projects in Africa or the Middle

risks may include changes in contractual conditions due to

East.

legislative or bureaucratic action and the violation or termination

The most familiar relationship between business and political
authorities is a cooperative arrangement, in which negotiations
are ongoing and a normal part of operations. A second kind of

of contracts due to violence or political change, including
revolution, civil war, secession, interstate war, coup d’état, or
peaceful succession.

relationship is collaborative, consisting of privately owned

Risks to operations constitute a broad category and include all

companies with a strong governmental presence or joint ventures

host country regulations that aﬀect business operations. They

between private businesses and public-sector companies.

may include labor relations, taxation, restrictions on labor or

Types of political risk
Political risk may vary at diﬀerent business levels—that is, for all
foreign business actors, for a particular industry or company, or
for a particular project. Political risk also depends on the type of
investment, its methods of financing, its location, and the time
frame involved. Political risk may aﬀect several aspects of a
business, including personnel, assets, contracts, operations,
transfers, and company goals.
Risks to personnel and operations may include intimidation,
kidnapping, sabotage, and terrorism, especially if the risks arise

technology transfers, and local product content regulations.
Some other examples are quotas and tariﬀs, environmental and
consumer protection, antitrust and merger laws, discrimination in
awarding contracts, and bureaucratic nepotism. Transfer risks
could include exchange controls, profit repatriation, and
restrictions on royalty payments. Local variations of these risks
are possible in countries where the regional authority of an area is
at loggerheads with the central government or where a local
power broker is the actual authority on the ground.
The previous section is provided by Britannica Academic’s
Political Risk Analysis.
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Nationalization
Nationalization is the alteration or assumption of control or
ownership of private property by the state. It is historically a more
recent development than, and diﬀers in motive and degree from,
expropriation, or eminent domain, which is the right of
government to take property, sometimes without compensation,
for particular public purposes (such as the construction of roads,
reservoirs, or hospitals).
Appropriate compensation for the nationalization of existing
private businesses is mandated by the Charter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States, adopted by the United Nations
General Assembly in 1974, as well as by the Fifth Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution.
Nationalization has accompanied the implementation of
communist or socialist theories of government, as was the case
in the transfer of industrial, banking, and insurance enterprises to
the state in Russia after 1918, the nationalization of the oil
industries in Mexico in 1938 and in Iran in 1951, and the
nationalization of foreign businesses in Cuba in 1960. It is not
uncommon; however, for industries such as mining, energy, water,

should be owned by private businesses, whose overriding
objective is the maximization of profit, or by governments, whose
primary goal is to ensure cost-eﬀective services, is at the heart of
debates over nationalization. In some developing countries,
temporary state control of various industrial operations may be
implemented to mitigate the lack of a capital market or an
insuﬃcient supply of entrepreneurs in the domestic private sector,
thus allowing for a suﬃciently competitive market.
Questions of international law normally arise only when
shareholders of a nationalized company are aliens (foreigners). In
such situations, diplomacy and international arbitration ensure
lawful payment of fair compensation.
States whose nationals tend to be foreign investors are placing
increasing reliance upon specific treaty clauses providing for the
protection of investments. Since the end of World War II, the
United States in particular has entered into such treaties, coupled
with clauses conferring compulsory jurisdiction upon the
International Court of Justice. Insurance against nationalization,
expropriation, and confiscation is also oﬀered by the U.S.
government.

health care, education, transportation, police, and military

Nationalization of companies can have far-reaching

defense to operate nationally or municipally within democracies

consequences, both negative and positive, depending upon the

under arrangements in which taxpayers, through elected oﬃcials,

motivations of the nationalizing entities and the impact on

may exert some measure of control over services that are

shareholders, taxpayers, and consumers. The Suez Canal, owned

required by a large majority of citizens. Whether such industries

and operated for 87 years by the French and the British, was
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nationalized several times during its history—in 1875 and 1882 by

the acquisition of private property under the right of eminent

Britain and in 1956 by Egypt, the last of which resulted in an

domain. As such, expropriation implies legal process and just

invasion of the canal zone by Israel, France, and the United

compensation for goods or property taken for public use, with

Kingdom to protect their interests, which included maintaining a

judicial redress as a remedy for inadequate compensation.

passageway for the shipment of crude oil from the Persian Gulf.

Expropriation is not ordinarily a method of supplying the common

The Suez Canal remains emblematic of the geopolitical

needs of the government but is directed toward the satisfaction of

implications inherent in nationalization when it is exercised as a

specific government objectives.

means of asserting national and geographic sovereignty.

The right of the property owner to be adequately compensated

The previous section is provided by Britannica Academic’s

for losses incurred by expropriation is recognized in international

Nationalization.

law and finds constitutional protection in many jurisdictions. In

Expropriation
Expropriation, is the taking away or depriving of property or
proprietary rights. The term formerly applied to any compulsory
deprivation of property, particularly by a public agency, but now
pertains primarily to government takings where compensation is
rendered, as in exercising the right of eminent domain. It is
distinguished from confiscation by the fact that compensation is
paid to the private owner.

the United States, the Fifth Amendment to the constitution
provides that “no person shall be...deprived of life, liberty or
property without due process of law; nor shall private property be
taken for public use without just compensation.” While this limits
only the power of the federal government, the U.S. Supreme
Court has held that the Fourteenth Amendment imposes a similar
limit on the power of state governments. In the United Kingdom,
there is a strong presumption of law that when an act of
Parliament authorizes the compulsory acquisition of private
property, it is intended that adequate compensation shall be

The origin of the word expropriation has its roots in the Spanish

payable. This presumption, however, has not been called into

word, expropriacion, which originally constituted the taking of

operation, since in practice parliament has invariably provided for

private land for public use in any fashion. While the term is

compensation in such statutes. The question of what constitutes

sometimes applied to the transfer of property from one private

just and adequate compensation is determined by a variety of

individual to another, expropriation is properly only the transfer

factors, but the most common standard in both Britain and the

from private to public hands and, under later usage, is specifically

United States is the monetary equivalent of the owner’s loss.
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The previous section is provided by Britannica Academic’s
Expropriation.

Figure 4.1
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Methodology of analysis
Some multinational corporations have in-house analysts, while
others at least partially outsource the task of analysis to specialist
providers. A company’s need for political risk analysis may diﬀer
at diﬀerent times. The perceived need for political risk analysis
tends to be greater near a decision to enter or avoid a particular
country’s marketplace, but diﬀerent forms of political risk analysis
are also used as a regular form of early warning, to periodically
review in-country operations, or sporadically in response to new
uncertainties or setbacks.
Analysts use both quantitative and qualitative models for analysis,
and there is no consensus on the methodology. A model is an
extended representation that is used to better understand, adapt

of expert opinion under controlled conditions. Informal
brainstorming between experts is also used, especially when time
is of the essence. A more systematic model may be used to
identify key assumptions and key drivers and then to construct
several alternative futures within diﬀerent time frames and to
estimate the likelihood of diﬀerent outcomes and their impact on
particular business concerns. Political risk analysis aims to
provide insight into areas of the political process in which a
business needs to intervene if it wants to change the business
environment, mitigate its potential risks, or maximize its
opportunities.
The previous section is provided by Britannica Academic’s
Political Risk Analysis.

to, manage, and control identified political risk factors. The

Some multilateral organizations and private firms, including

number and nature of variables, their combinations, and the

insurers, publish information on global political and security risks,

weights assigned to them by the model builders are based on the

sometimes for free. The World Bank’s Multilateral Investment

interpretative frameworks used by political risk analysts.

Guarantee Agency (MIGA), whose mandate is to promote foreign

Quantitative assessment models purport to assess various
indices, such as political stability, based on nominal, ordinal, or
interval variables. Some models have been designed for particular
sectors—for example, the financial or energy sector—and most
models also include an element of qualitative judgment.

direct investment (FDI) in developing countries to enhance growth
and development, produces an annual report on World
Investment and Political Risk. This report examines general trends
in the global economy and FDI, corporate perceptions of political
risk, risk-mitigation strategies, and the latest developments in the
Political Risk Insurance industry. This type of insurance is

The main qualitative techniques are judgmental forecasting—for

available for American companies with foreign operations from

example, the so-called Delphi method, which is the accumulation

the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), which is a
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U.S. government finance institution, as well as MIGA and the
private sector. The Export-Import Bank of the United States also
provides various insurance programs to mitigate country risks for
American exporters.
Another resource is the European credit insurance group
Credendo. Its online country risks section shows country ratings
on a risk scale of 1 (lowest) to 7 (highest) for risks associated with
political violence, expropriation or government action, and
transfer (essentially capital controls.) All of which are relevant to
firms looking to directly invest or set up operations abroad. The
chart below illustrates three Credendo risk ratings for several
countries.
Of the countries displayed, the United States and Germany pose
the lowest risk in all three risk categories. Argentina presents the
highest transfer risk, while Argentina and China are tied for the

Figure 4.2: Created by the author. Source: Economics and Statistics
Administration analysis using data from ONDD

highest expropriation risk. China, Mexico and South Korea are all
assessed to have a political violence risk
of 3.

Political stability risk score
The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) defines political stability as

Tap to expand the chart in the next column in order to learn more

“the degree to which political institutions are suﬃciently stable to

about political risk taking in various countries from around the

support the needs of businesses and investors.” The map on the

globe. The scale for the bar chart above ranges from one to

left of Figure 4.3 provides a cross-country comparison of political

seven, with seven representing the highest degree of risk.

risk based on EIU data, highlighting the fact that the United

Transfer risk refers to the inability of private agents to transfer

States is one of the most politically stable countries. When

funds abroad due to government restrictions. Consider what

reviewing these data, the data from Credendo, and other

some of the factors that might contribute to a country having a

information on countries’ political and security risks, it is

higher political risk are.
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Figure 4.3

important to note that each source defines and measures risk in
its own way and not all risk areas may be relevant to all
companies.
Transfer risk
Transfer risk is the risk of a government imposing restrictions on
the movement of funds out of a country by private agents; these
essentially are capital controls. The map below indicates that
some countries in Latin America, Eastern Europe, the Middle East

Risk of war & crime
The physical safety of firms’ employees is another consideration
when doing business abroad, with war being the most extreme
example of an event that places employees’ physical safety in
jeopardy. While the war risk associated with most U.S. trading
partners is low, general crime and safety risks are more
commonplace and can vary notably both across and within
countries.

and Africa present the highest transfer risk. Once again, the

Direct costs can arise as companies adopt extra measures to

United States is among the countries with the lowest transfer risk

protect executives, such as hiring private drivers or security

scores.

services. Information on a particular country’s crime, safety and
security concerns, sanitary issues, and general conditions can be
obtained from the State Department’s Consular Information
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Program. In addition, EIU estimates countries’ “security risk,”
which is a joint assessment of war and crime risks that gauges
the extent to which the “physical environment [is] suﬃciently
secure.
The map on the right of Figure 4.3 provides a comparison of
security risk by country. Notice that it illustrates how the United
States is one of the countries with the lowest security risk.
Disaster risks
Natural disasters and epidemics are another set of events that
American businesses need to consider when deciding where to
locate operations or source their goods and services. Of course,
as Hurricane Katrina in 2005, Japan’s earthquake/tsunami in 2010
and Superstorm Sandy in 2012 illustrate, natural disasters do not
discriminate: they cause large-scale destruction and death in rich
as well as poorer countries. At issue is not the probability of a
natural disaster or epidemic, but whether the country possesses
adequate resources, medical facilities, equipment and
infrastructure to deal with these problems. Lack of preparedness
and responsiveness, coupled with weak construction standards
and environmental degradation in developing countries, can leave
inhabitants and thus foreign businesses vulnerable following a
natural disaster.
The previous section is provided by the U.S. Department of
Commerce’s Political Security Risks.
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Section 2

Political risk insurance
Political risk insurance

It can help increase an exporter's international sales by
extending competitive credit terms while minimizing risks.

The U.S. government oﬀers U.S. companies insurance for both
export transactions and for the political risk associated with
overseas investments. Export-Import Bank’s export credit
insurance policies enables U.S. exporters to both finance their
export activities and mitigate the risk of non-payment. The
policies below enable you to oﬀer credit to your international
buyers and access working capital funds.
• The Express Insurance Program is a “named buyer” policy
that simplifies small business access to export credit risk
insurance on their foreign accounts receivable. It also has a
streamlined online application provides a policy quote and
credit decisions up to $300,000 on foreign buyers within five
workdays (buyer credit requests exceeding $300,000 will
require additional processing time).
• The Small Business Export Credit Insurance Policy is
specifically designed for small, financially viable businesses
that are new to exporting, or have only occasionally exported.

• The Multi-Buyer Export Credit Insurance Policy enables U.S.
exporters to reduce their risk of selling on credit terms by
insuring their export accounts receivable against default or
non-payment. The policy can help increase international sales
by extending competitive credit terms to foreign buyers while
minimizing risks.
• The Short-Term Single-Buyer Export Credit Insurance
Policy allows exporters to insure specific, short-term foreign
receivables against loss due to commercial and specified
political risks on a selective basis.
• The Export-Import Bank oﬀers U.S. leasers the opportunity to
expand their overseas leasing programs by providing
comprehensive insurance for both the stream of lease
payments and the fair market value of the leased products.
The previous section is provided by Export.gov’s Export
Education.
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The Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) is a self-

• expropriation, including abrogation, repudiation, and/or

sustaining U.S. Government agency that helps American

impairment of contract and other improper host government

businesses invest in emerging markets. Established in 1971,

interference; and

OPIC provides businesses with the tools to manage the risks
associated with foreign direct investment, fosters economic
development in emerging market countries, and advances U.S.

• restrictions on the conversion and transfer of local-currency
earnings.

foreign policy and national security priorities.
OPIC helps American businesses gain footholds in new markets,
catalyzes new revenues and contributes to jobs and growth
opportunities both at home and abroad. OPIC fulfills its mission
by providing businesses with financing, political risk insurance,
advocacy and by partnering with private equity investment fund
managers.
OPIC services are available to new and expanding businesses

OPIC political risk insurance—often in combination with OPIC
financing—allows American businesses to take advantage of
commercially attractive opportunities in emerging markets,
mitigating risk and helping them compete in a global marketplace.
OPIC insurance provides innovative, comprehensive, and cost
eﬀective risk-mitigation products to cover losses to tangible
assets, investment value, and earnings that result from political
perils.

planning to invest in more than 160 countries worldwide. Because
OPIC charges market-based fees for its products, it operates on a

Political risk insurance is available to U.S. investors, lenders,

self-sustaining basis at no net cost to taxpayers. All OPIC

contractors, exporters, and NGOs for investments in more than

projects must adhere to best international practices and cannot

160 developing and post-conflict countries. Coverage is oﬀered

cause job loss in the United States.

for small and large investments that provide positive
developmental benefits.

Emerging markets can oﬀer great opportunity for investors, but
these same markets can also pose a variety of political risks.

The previous section is provided by OPIC.gov’s Political Risk

Among them:

Insurance.

• war, civil strife, coups, and other acts of politically-motivated
violence, including terrorism;
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Section 3

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

the enactment of certain amendments in 1998, the anti-bribery
provisions of the FCPA now also apply to foreign firms and

The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, 15

persons who cause, directly or through agents, an act in

U.S.C. §§ 78dd-1, et seq. ("FCPA"), was enacted for the purpose

furtherance of such a corrupt payment to take place within the

of making it unlawful for certain classes of persons and entities

territory of the United States.

to make payments to foreign government oﬃcials to assist in
obtaining or retaining business. Specifically, the anti-bribery
provisions of the FCPA prohibit the willful use of the mails or any
means of instrumentality of interstate commerce corruptly in
furtherance of any oﬀer, payment, promise to pay, or
authorization of the payment of money or anything of value to
any person, while knowing that all or a portion of such money or
thing of value will be oﬀered, given or promised, directly or
indirectly, to a foreign oﬃcial to influence the foreign oﬃcial in his
or her oﬃcial capacity, induce the foreign oﬃcial to do or omit to
do an act in violation of his or her lawful duty, or to secure any
improper advantage in order to assist in obtaining or retaining
business for or with, or directing business to, any person.
Since 1977, the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA have applied
to all U.S. persons and certain foreign issuers of securities. With

The FCPA also requires companies whose securities are listed in
the United States to meet its accounting provisions....These
accounting provisions, which were designed to operate in
tandem with the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA, require
corporations covered by the provisions to (a) make and keep
books and records that accurately and fairly reflect the
transactions of the corporation and (b) devise and maintain an
adequate system of internal accounting controls.
The previous section is provided by the U.S. Department of
Justice’s The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.
The sanctions for FCPA violations can be significant. The SEC
may bring civil enforcement actions against issuers and their
oﬃcers, directors, employees, stockholders, and agents for
violations of the anti-bribery or accounting provisions of the
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FCPA. Companies and individuals that have committed violations
of the FCPA may have to disgorge their ill-gotten gains plus pay
prejudgment interest and substantial civil penalties. Companies
may also be subject to oversight by an independent consultant.
The SEC and the Department of Justice are jointly responsible for
enforcing the FCPA. The SEC's Enforcement Division has created
a specialized unit to further enhance its enforcement of the FCPA.
The previous section is provided by the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission’s Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.
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Chapter 5

International
Intellectual
Property Rights
Protection
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Recognize the diﬀerences between
trademarks, copyrights, and patents in the
international arena and the process a company
goes through to protect its intellectual
property.
• Discuss the World Intellectual Property
Organization and its oﬀered services.
• Study current cases of companies protecting
their intellectual property in courts.

Section 1

Patents & trademarks
Introduction

Let’s look at the ways companies protect their IP and profit from
it. The simplest way for a company to protect its intellectual

For companies to gain financial benefits from investing in

property is to never reveal it—to create what is called a trade

research and coming up with new inventions, there must be legal

secret. This is how Coca-Cola protects the formula for its hugely

protection for those inventions. The system of law related to R&D

popular soda. If the secret were discovered or revealed through

and innovation is referred to as intellectual property rights.

nefarious intent, then trade secret law would allow punishment of

Diﬀerent countries vary in the extent to which they protect

the perpetrator, including criminal prosecution. But if a company

intellectual property and enforce intellectual property regulations.

somehow developed the same formula on its own, Coca-Cola

The presence of strong, enforceable, consistent property rights

could do nothing to stop them. Therefore, companies opt for

serves to make the world flatter. However, as long as significant

other IP protection—namely, patents, trademarks, and

diﬀerences in property rights exist around the globe, the world

copyrights.

will be far from flat with respect to innovation.
Intellectual property (IP) refers to creations of the mind—

Patents

inventions, literary and artistic works, and symbols, names, and

The most common way to protect an industrial discovery or

images used in commerce. The term property connotes

invention is to patent it. A patent is an inventor’s exclusive right

ownership that’s exclusive, but the owners have the right to

granted by the government for an invention, whether a product

license or sell their IP. Under intellectual property law, owners are

or a process, that is industrially applicable (i.e., useful) or new

granted certain exclusive rights—intellectual property rights (IPR)

(i.e., novel), or exhibits a suﬃcient “inventive step” (i.e., be non-

—to the discoveries, inventions, words, phrases, symbols, and

obvious). To get a patent, the company must reveal the details of

designs they create.

the invention. The rationale for revealing the invention details is
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so that others can build on the invention and thus promote further

identical product built in the same way as the accepted patent.

innovation. By revealing the invention, companies obtain legal

Patents give the owner the right to defend the invention in court,

protection and the right to exclusive sales of the invention (or the

but they don’t automatically mean that the owner will win the

right to license or sell its use to others). The patent gives the

court case.

patent owner a monopoly on the invention for 20 years.

By disclosing the invention publicly, the inventor gets legal

Patents can be granted within a single country or internationally.

protection from outright copying of the invention, but society also

Christian Hahner, head of Intellectual Property & Technology

benefits because others learn about the invention and can try to

Management at Daimler, said, “Attaining international patent

devise a diﬀerent, original way to achieve the same outcome.

protection is an expensive undertaking. If we believe it is

Because of this fear of copying, some companies, such as

important for our business to actively defend our patent in court

Microsoft, choose not to patent some of their products. For

in order to prevent unauthorized copies or imitations, then we

example, Microsoft does not have a patent on its Windows

have to nationalize the patent, which makes it valid in other

software because doing so would force it to reveal its source

countries.” A patent prohibits other people from selling the

code, which Microsoft does not want to do.

Table 5.1
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Trademark
A trademark is a distinctive sign that identifies certain goods or
services as those produced or provided by a specific person or
enterprise.
A trademark uniquely identifies the source of the product.
Companies trademark brand names and then advertise to build
familiarity with that name. Consumers come to trust the name
and look for other products by that maker.
The previous section is provided by Saylor Academy’s
Intellectual Property Rights Around the Globe.
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Section 2

World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
WIPO

• provide legal and technical assistance to developing and other
countries;

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) is a
specialized agency of the United Nations that works to
harmonize the intellectual property laws of countries around the
world. Although the roots of the WIPO go back to 1883, WIPO
became an agency of the United Nations in 1974, with a

• facilitate the resolution of private intellectual property disputes;
and
• marshal information technology as a tool for storing,
accessing, and using valuable intellectual property information.

mandate to administer intellectual property matters recognized
by the member states of the UN. In 1996, WIPO expanded its

The previous section is provided by Saylor Academy’s

role and further demonstrated the importance of intellectual

Intellectual Property Rights Around the Globe.

property rights in the management of globalized trade by
entering into a cooperation agreement with the World Trade

The Paris Convention for the Protection of

Organization (WTO). Today, WIPO seeks to:

Industrial Property

• harmonize national intellectual property legislation and

The Paris Convention, adopted in 1883, applies to industrial

procedures;
• provide services for international applications for industrial
property rights;
• exchange intellectual property information;

property in the widest sense, including patents, trademarks,
industrial designs, utility models, service marks, trade names,
geographical indications and the repression of unfair
competition. This international agreement was the first major
step taken to help creators ensure that their intellectual works
were protected in other countries.
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Under the provisions on national treatment, the convention

applicants seeking protection in several countries are not required

provides that, as regards the protection of industrial property,

to present all of their applications at the same time but have six or

each contracting state must grant the same protection to

12 months to decide in which countries they wish to seek

nationals of other contracting states that it grants to its own

protection, and to organize with due care the steps necessary for

nationals. Nationals of non-contracting states are also entitled to

securing protection.

national treatment under the convention if they are domiciled or
have a real and eﬀective industrial or commercial establishment in
a contracting state.

The previous section is provided by the World Intellectual
Property Organization’s Summary of the Paris Convention for
the Protection of Industrial Property (1883).

(The Convention provides for the right of priority in the case of
patents (and utility models where they exist), marks and industrial
designs. This right means that, on the basis of a regular first
application filed in one of the Contracting States, the applicant
may, within a certain period of time (12 months for patents and
utility models; six months for industrial designs and marks), apply
for protection in any of the other Contracting States. These
subsequent applications will be regarded as if they had been filed
on the same day as the first application. In other words, they will
have priority (hence the expression "right of priority") over

The International Patent System
The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) is an international treaty with
more than 150 Contracting states. The PCT makes it possible to
seek patent protection for an invention simultaneously in a large
number of countries by filing a single “international” patent
application instead of filing several separate national or regional
patent applications. The granting of patents remains under the
control of the national or regional patent Oﬃces in what is called

applications filed by others during the said period of time for the

the “national phase.” The PCT procedure includes the following:

same invention, utility model, mark or industrial design.

Filing: You file an international application with a national or

Moreover, these subsequent applications, being based on the

regional patent Oﬃce or WIPO, complying with the PCT formality

first application, will not be aﬀected by any event that takes place

requirements, in one language, and you pay one set of fees.

in the interval, such as the publication of an invention or the sale
of articles bearing a mark or incorporating an industrial design.
One of the great practical advantages of this provision is that

International search: An “International Searching Authority” (ISA)
(one of the world’s major patent Oﬃces) identifies the published
patent documents and technical literature (“prior art”) which may
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have an influence on whether your invention is patentable, and

Reasons for patenting inventions

establishes a written opinion on your invention’s potential
patentability.
International publication: As soon as possible after the
expiration of 18 months from the earliest filing date, the content
of your international application is disclosed to the world.
Supplementary international search (optional): A second ISA
identifies, at your request, published documents which may not
have been found by the first ISA which carried out the main

Exclusive rights: Patents provide the exclusive rights which
usually allow companies to use and exploit the invention for
twenty years from the date of filing of the patent application.
Strong market position: Through these exclusive rights, you are
able to prevent others from commercially using your patented
invention, thereby reducing competition and establishing yourself
in the market as the pre-eminent player.

search because of the diversity of prior art in diﬀerent languages

Higher returns on investments: Having invested a considerable

and diﬀerent technical fields.

amount of money and time in developing innovative products,

International preliminary examination (optional): One of the
ISAs at your request, carries out an additional patentability
analysis, usually on an amended version of your application.
National phase: After the end of the PCT procedure, usually at
30 months from the earliest filing date of your initial application,
from which you claim priority, you start to pursue the grant of your
patents directly before the national (or regional) patent Oﬃces of
the countries in which you want to obtain them.
The previous section is provided by the World Intellectual
Property Organization’s Protecting Your Inventions Abroad:

your company could, under the umbrella of these exclusive rights,
commercialize the invention enabling your SME to obtain higher
returns on investments.
Opportunity to license or sell the invention: If you chose not to
exploit the patent yourself, you may sell it or license the rights to
commercialize it to another enterprise, which will be a source of
income for your company.
Increase in negotiating power: If your company is in the
process of acquiring the rights to use the patents of another
enterprise, through a licensing contract, your patent portfolio will
enhance your bargaining power. That is to say, your patents may

Frequently Asked Questions About the Patent Cooperation

prove to be of considerable interest to the enterprise with whom

Treaty (PCT).

you are negotiating and you could enter into a cross
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licensing arrangement where, simply put, the patent rights could

Stage 2: WIPO only conducts a formal examination of your

be exchanged between your enterprise and the other.

international application. Once approved, your mark is recorded

Positive image for your enterprise: Business partners, investors
and shareholders may perceive patent portfolios as a
demonstration of the high level of expertise, specialization and
technological capacity within your company. This may prove

in the International Register and published in the WIPO Gazette of
International Marks. WIPO will then send you a certificate of your
international registration and notify the IP Oﬃces in all the
territories where you wish to have your mark protected.

useful for raising funds, finding business partners and raising your

Stage 3: The IP Oﬃces of the territories where you want to

company's market value.

protect your mark will make a decision within the applicable time

The previous section is provided by the World Intellectual
Property Organization’s Reasons for Patenting Your
Inventions.

Madrid: the International Trademark System
WIPO also administers The Madrid Protocol or The Madrid
System. It is a convenient and cost-eﬀective solution for
registering and managing trademarks worldwide. You would file a
single application and pay one set of fees to apply for protection
in up to 116 countries.

limit (12 or 18 months) in accordance with their legislation. WIPO
will record the decisions of the IP Oﬃces in the International
Register and then notify you.

Lisbon: The International System of Appellations of
Origin
The Lisbon System for the International Registration of
Appellations of Origin oﬀers a means of obtaining protection for
an appellation of origin (AO) in the contracting parties to the
Lisbon Agreement through a single registration. A geographical

Stage 1: Before you can file an international application, you

indication (GI) is a sign used on products that have a specific

need to have already registered, or have filed an application, in

geographical origin and possess qualities or a reputation that are

your “home” IP oﬃce. The registration or application is known as

due to that origin. In order to function as a GI, a sign must identify

the basic mark. You then need to submit your international

a product as originating in a given place. In addition, the qualities,

application through this same IP Oﬃce, which will certify and

characteristics or reputation of the product should be essentially

forward it to WIPO.

due to the place of origin. Since the qualities depend on the
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geographical place of production, there is a clear link between the

the hearts of these blue agave

product and its original place of production.

plants are distilled to produce
tequila, the fiery Mexican liquor,

A geographical indication right enables those who have the right

which takes its name from this city

to use the indication to prevent its use by a third party whose

in the state of Jalisco where its

product does not conform to the applicable standards. For

production started more than two

example, in the jurisdictions in which the Darjeeling geographical

hundred years ago. While there are

indication is protected, producers of Darjeeling tea can exclude

many types of agave, only blue

use of the term “Darjeeling” for tea not grown in their tea gardens

agave can be used for tequila

or not produced according to the standards set out in the code of

production. Famed for its smooth

practice for the geographical indication. However, a protected

aroma, this Mexican liquor is highly

geographical indication does not enable the holder to prevent

coveted by collectors and

someone from making a product using the same techniques as

connoisseurs all over the world.

those set out in the standards for that indication. Protection for a
geographical indication is usually obtained by acquiring a right

Traditional knowledge

over the sign that constitutes the indication. Geographical
indications are typically used for agricultural products, foodstuﬀs,

“Tequila producers are based within the surrounding areas of the

wine and spirit drinks, handicrafts, and industrial products.

town of Tequila. When the Spanish conquered Mexico in the early
fifteenth century, they adapted “pulque”, an indigenous drink

Case study: liquid gold from agave

made from the maguey agave plant, into “Mezcal” spirit. The
tequila that we drink today originated from further distilling of

Background

Mezcal. Most of the tequila production at present takes place in
modern, well-equipped distilleries, although some tiny family-run

The red volcanic soil of the Mexican city of Tequila and its
outskirts oﬀers the perfect environment for plantations of agave

businesses still retain traditional production methods without
sophisticated machinery. However, the knowledge from years of

tequilana weber (blue agave). The fermented juices obtained from
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experience of making tequila is passed on even to the modern

Added to this unique process is the very artistic bottling style;

distilleries.

producers use artisans to create crystal, ceramic, hand-blown
glass or Talavera pottery bottles for their cherished tequila. There

Agave tequilana weber needs about eight to fourteen years to

is a long tradition and culture inherently linked to the drink, the

mature so that the piña (the core) is succulent enough for tequila

people producing it and the region where it is being produced.

production. The selection of the right kind of piña, cutting and
roasting, fermentation, yeast addition and finally the distilling are

Appellation of origin

all essential steps in the tequila-making process that reflect
generations of gathered knowledge, experience and tradition.

Recognizing the value of the “liquid gold” from the blue agave,
the Mexican government took initiatives to protect tequila as early

Traditionally, the piñas are baked for 36 hours before they are

as the 1970s. Tequila became the country’s first appellation of

smashed to bring out the fermentable juice. The juice is then

origin (AO) in 1974, and in 1978 it was internationally registered

mixed with water and yeast and kept for fermentation—which

for protection under the Lisbon Agreement for the Protection of

takes approximately twelve days if it is done without any

Appellations of Origin and their International Registration. The AO

chemical. The fermented tequila is distilled at least twice to

defines the area in which tequila can be produced, essentially the

increase the alcohol volume to 30-40 percent. The aging process

area home to the blue agave from which it is derived. Under the

of tequila is unique and the length varies according to the type of

AO, selected municipalities within only five Mexican states can

the liquor being produced: “Blanco” (silver) and “Joven” (young)

grow the agave and produce tequila. These municipalities were

or "Oro" (golden) are least-aged and bottled within the first two

selected based on geographical factors (such as climate, altitude

months after distillation while “Reposado” (rested) is aged a

and soil characteristics) and human factors (the use of traditional

minimum of two months. Mexican government regulations

techniques of producing tequila that have been passed on from

stipulate that all tequilas have to age for at least 14-21 days.

generation to generation).

Vintage tequila such as “Añejo” (aged) and “extra Añejo” (extra
aged) are aged a minimum of one year and three years

Further to the AO registration, the Mexican government holds all

respectively.

the rights over the use of the name tequila. Along with the
international protection, Mexico has also sought similar protection
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for tequila in other important countries and regions through a

and mezcal as “denominations of origin”, although enforcement

number of bilateral and multilateral agreements. Pursuant to

has still been quite lax in Europe.

Annex 313 of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
Canada and the United States recognize tequila and mezcal as

Mexico’s tequila protection interests were prominent during the

products originating from Mexico and, consequently, do not

Chinese accession negotiations to the World Trade Organization

permit the sale of any product as tequila and/or mezcal unless

(WTO). In accordance with WTO accession regulations, in order to

they have been lawfully prepared in Mexico.

gain considerations for WTO membership, China had to sign
bilateral agreements with all existing members, including Mexico.

IP enforcement

Since China has a climatic condition suitable for blue agave
plants, Mexico was worried about rival pseudo tequilas from

The Mexican government enforces the tequila IP through the

China. The Mexican authorities took the opportunity of the

Mexican Institute of Industrial Property (IMPI). The use of the

bilateral negotiations with China to ensure that the latter accepted

name tequila is authorized and administered only by IMPI. IMPI

tequila as a geographically indicated product.

may prohibit any unauthorized use of the name that may create
confusion for the consumers, or constitute an act of unfair

The Tequila Regulatory Council of Mexico (Consejo Regulador del

competition.

Tequila, CRT), established in 1993, certifies the production of
tequila and helps to protect the image of the liquor taking action

Despite protection under the Lisbon Agreement and NAFTA,

against “pseudo-tequilas” and counterfeit products. Through the

tequila still faced competition from some “pseudo tequilas”.

AO protection, CRT has been able to destroy about 2.4 million

During the mid-1990s, as much as 3.5 million liters of these

liters of fake tequila within the first two years since the Council’s

liquors were sold annually in Europe. The European liquors were

establishment. The CRT has successfully eliminated at least 86

produced from sugars of agave-like plants and were illegally

fake brands of tequila.

labeled as tequila. Following the NAFTA precedent, Mexico
entered into a bilateral agreement with the European Union (EU)

Commercialization

concerning the mutual recognition and protection of AO in the
spirits sector. Under this agreement the EU recognizes tequila

The tequila AO is linked to the Mexican Oﬃcial Standard for
Tequila, which sets out product specifications and includes
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testing methods, quality control and labeling information. Along

sugars and cannot be exported in bulk. The second category of

with the aging requirements, the government regulations also

tequila is made with at least 51% agave sugars and can be

stipulate that the spirit must be made from 100 percent natural

exported in bulked and bottled in other countries.

ingredients and contain at least 38% alcohol to be called

The tequila AO and the CRT certification proved to be successful

“tequila.” Needless to mention, all tequilas must be made from

tools for the commercialization of tequila. Along with national and

blue agave grown and harvested only in the Mexican states of

international recognition, the consumers are assured of quality of

Jalisco, Guanajuato, Michoacan, Nayarit, or Tamaulipas.

tequila which increases consumers’ tendency to buy quality
products. This, in consequence, benefits the entire production

Tequila producers require two authorizations–for producing

chain.

tequila and for using the tequila AO–which are issued by the CRT/
Ministry of Economy and the IMPI. In order to ensure the oﬃcial

Business results

standards, bottling or marketing of tequila is also regulated by the
government agencies. The bottlers are required to follow certain

Through IP protection, strong quality control and eﬀective

compliance assessment procedures and obtain approval

commercialization policy, tequila has undergone a

certificates from the CRT/ Ministry of Economy before they can

transformation–from a regional drink of the people to a world-

go into operation and are obliged to file quarterly reports on

famous, sophisticated beverage. It is now being produced in an

conformity assessment. The CRT maintains three categories of

ever-widening range as product diversification aims at satisfying

bottling mark–national bottling trademarks (1102 marks), foreign

diﬀerent tastes (for example, tequila made with 100 percent

bottling trademarks (196 marks) and certification trademarks (66

agave sugar and of diﬀerent strengths and colors). The

marks) to ensure the authenticity of tequila. The certification

development of the product has also included a design element

procedures are the key factor behind the success of the tequila

with an increasingly creative range of bottles and packaging. The

AO.

commercial success of the tequila AO protection has encouraged
similar protection for other traditional products such as mezcal

Tequila is marketed through strict regulations which classify all

and talavera.

tequila under two broad categories with four types (silver, young
or golden, aged and extra-aged) under each category. The first

As North America’s first distilled spirit, tequila was used mostly in

category, tequila 100% from agave, is made with 100% agave

margaritas and similar coctails for many years until it achieved
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worldwide popularity. With the expansion of global trade, tequila
is now consumed all over the world. In 1995, Mexico exported
only 64.6 million liters of tequila and tequila 100% (made with
100% agave sugar), which increased up to 136.4 million by 2009.
Consequently tequila production has grown from 104.3 million
liters to 249 million liters during the corresponding period. The
United States is the largest importer of Mexican tequila, followed
by EU countries.
Geographical indication for protecting culture and tradition
For the people of Mexico, tequila is not merely a national drink,
but also a unique symbol of their culture, tradition and
environment. The worldwide popularity of the drink and
subsequent rise in tequila prices have exposed it to threats
arising from fake tequilas produced elsewhere. The AO has
facilitated Mexico to retain its national heritage on the one hand,
and to make a business out of it on the other.
The previous section is provided by the World Intellectual
Property Organization’s Liquid Gold from the Agave.
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Chapter 6

National
Culture
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Discuss the characteristics of culture and how
culture is aﬀected by globalization and major
world events.
• Assess any culture based on the cultural
elements of artifacts, symbols, norms, rituals,
values, and beliefs.
• Examine your national culture and compare it
to the national culture of others.

Section 1

Characteristics of culture
Introduction

consists of the shared beliefs, values, and assumptions of a
group of people who learn from one another and teach to others

Culture covers a wide range of perspectives—culture represents

that their behaviors, attitudes, and perspectives are the correct

the things we see, the tangible, as well as the intangible things.

ways to think, act, and feel.”

The iceberg, a commonly used metaphor to describe culture, is a

It is helpful if you can think about culture in the following five

great example for illustrating the tangible and the intangible.

ways:

When talking about culture, most people focus on the “tip of the
iceberg,” which is considered as making up 10% of the object.
The rest of the iceberg, 90% of it, is below the waterline. Most

1. Culture is learned.
2. Culture is shared.

leaders in businesses, when addressing intercultural situations,
pick up on the things they see—things on the “tip of the
iceberg.” This means that they never address the cultural issues
and problems that are underneath the surface level. Solutions
become temporary band-aids covering deeply rooted cultural
systems. We do not see the world as it is, only as we are. It is as
though we are wearing cultural glasses all the time. And the
lenses another person wears are diﬀerent to yours.

3. Culture is dynamic.
4. Culture cannot be isolated.
5. Culture is symbolic.

Culture is learned
Geert HofstedeHofstede (1991). views culture as consisting

The following is a definition of culture that is used in this book

of mental programs, calling it softwares of the mind, meaning

and that will be useful in your work: This definition of culture has

each person “carries within him or herself patterns of thinking,

been adapted from Edgar Schein’s definition of culture: “Culture

feeling, and potential acting which were learned throughout their
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lifetime.”Hofstede (1991), p. 4. Similarly, Peter SengeSenge

people a collective identity, a safety net where they feel they can

(1990), pp. 8–9. argued that mental models lock individuals and

be them. Culture belongs to a community and not to any single

groups into a specific perception about the world. Like a

human being. It is shared.

computer, we are programmed to act or behave in certain ways.
The conscious and unconscious learning we undergo, over time,
turns into beliefs that we consider to be valid. We then teach each
other that these beliefs are cultural norms, and they are then
expressed in our daily lives as behaviors and actions. Culture is
not biologically passed from older generations to the newer ones.
It is learned through experience. The members of a culture share
certain ideals which shape their lives. The future generations learn
to follow the same ideals. Cultural values are imparted from one
generation to another, which is the reason why they continue. The
language, the literature, and the art forms pass down from

Even though it feels good to be around people who think, act,
and behave as you, shared learning can create blind spots.
Shared cultures create a dynamic of an in-group, where people
segregate themselves from each other. Within teams in
organizations, in-group blind spots can lead to “group think,” a
term coined by Irving Janis (1973), pp. 19–25. to explain the ways
in which groups ignore alternative solutions and take on actions
and behaviors that discount the experiences for others.

Culture is dynamic

generation to generation. Culture is learned, understood, and

Culture is dynamic and thus complex. Culture is fluid rather than

adopted from what is taught by society and assimilated from the

static, which means that culture gradually change, in subtle and

environment.

tangible ways. With passing time, some beliefs change, certain

Culture is shared
Although you may think of yourself as an individual, you share
beliefs, rituals, ceremonies, traditions, and assumptions with
people who grew up or live in similar cultural backgrounds and in
the same part of the world. People of the same society share
literature and history, language and mannerisms. Their roles in the
family and society are defined by their culture. Their occupations
and lifestyles may be influenced by their culture. Culture gives the

traditions or rituals are eliminated, language and mannerisms of
people change, and thus their culture. Migration and globalization
lead to a mixing of cultures. When people from diﬀerent parts of
the world come together, they influence each other and
eﬀectively, each other's cultures. These factors contribute to the
formation of a multicultural society and sometimes, even new
cultures develop.
Over time, some traditions are dropped out of a culture because
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they are dangerous or due to their arduous nature. Due to

All cultures change in time although their rate of change varies.

education and increased awareness, newer generations become

It's often seen that the politically or economically stronger

flexible to change and look at concepts like religion and culture

countries influence cultures in other parts of the world, and lead

with a broader perspective and have a liberal view about them.

to social changes worldwide. An example of this is the influence

So some rituals or customs become less rigid, some are replaced

of American and European cultures on other countries. One of the

by simpler ones and some are discontinued.

principal concerns about the new globalization of culture that is
taking place is that it not only leads to a homogenization of world

Due to the exposure to various cultures across the globe, people

culture, but also that it largely represents the “Americanization” of

adopt some aspects of other cultures. This aﬀects what they

world cultures.

teach their children, thus influencing the culture of their future
generations and in a small way, leading to a cultural change.
Social thinking undergoes a transition and so does culture.
Gender roles change. For instance, traditionally, the males were
meant to work and earn for their family, while women stayed at
home and looked after the children. Today, these roles have
changed. In many families, women work away from home, while
men take care of the kids.
Significant cultural change takes place in general when there is an
important mutation in the environment that requires restructuring
or reorganization of the social arrangements. Globalization, a
significant technological development, a revolutionary scientific
discovery, a war, colonization, and a big pandemic are examples
of changes in the environment that could cause cultural change
because they could challenge the previously established mental
programming and force people to think diﬀerently.

The spread of American corporations abroad has various
consequences on local cultures, some very visible, and others
more subtle. For example, the influence of American companies
on other countries’ cultural identity can be seen with regard to
food, which matters on two levels. First, food itself is in many
countries an integral aspect of the culture. Second, restaurants
can influence the mores and habits in societies where they
operate.
The French are proud of having a localized cuisine, including
crepes and pastries, which reflects their unique culture. Because
of their pride in their cuisine, some French people are concerned
that U.S. food restaurants crowd out their own products with fast
food. Some French people would argue that fast food does not
belong in the French society and is of lower quality than their
own.
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Moreover, food restaurants not only aﬀect eating habits, but they

by those of the people from neighboring countries. When people

also influence the traditions and habits in countries where they

from diﬀerent geographical locations come together, they

are located. Starbucks causes cultural concerns in Italy because

influence each other's cultures. Trade between two countries,

of the association that Italians make between coﬀee and leisurely

migration of people to diﬀerent parts of the world, and travel for

sidewalk cafes. Coﬀee in Italy is more than a drink; it is part of the

educational or recreational purposes are some examples of how

way of life and Italian mores.

cultures cannot stay separated. Cultures that evolve around the

While in the United States it is common for people to buy
takeaway coﬀee for drinking in the street or oﬃce, in Italy people
usually prefer to relax and chat with peers while drinking coﬀee.
Coﬀee shops oﬀer a personal, friendly atmosphere that many

same time show similarities because they have developed
together. Some blend to create shared cultures. No culture can
make itself immune to external influences.

Culture is symbolic

Italians believe a large chain could not provide. Similarly, many
people would prefer to frequent coﬀee shops that are each

Symbols are both verbal and nonverbal in form within cultural

unique, while Starbucks oﬀers a standard formula.

systems, and they have a unique way of linking human beings to

Culture cannot be isolated
Studies have brought out the fact that no culture can remain in
isolation. Hardly any social community is completely isolated from
the rest of the world. Every culture is mostly influenced by
cultures of the surrounding regions. Years ago, there were tribal
societies that stayed in seclusion, unaware of the world outside.
Today, most of these once-secluded groups are connected to the
rest of the world. And there is hardly any community, and thereby
any culture which is totally isolated.
The cultural values of people in a particular country are aﬀected

“each other. Humans create meaning between symbols and what
they represent; as a result, diﬀerent interpretations of a symbol
can occur in diﬀerent cultural contexts. Take, for example, a
meeting of senior executives who need to make a decision about
a new service. This group of leaders has a team culture that
orients itself toward a democratic process: decision making is
based on one vote from each member. Now imagine a similar
group of leaders with the same task but, this time, the group of
leaders is comprised of Native Americans. Leaders who are
younger in the group ask their elders for advice. This is an
example of how cultural systems diﬀer in their interpretation and
expressions of culture. In some cultural systems, voting is not an
option. The symbol of a vote has diﬀerent meanings and
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interpretations—or simply may not even exist in any practical
sense—depending on the cultural background.
The previous section is provided by Saylor Academy’s
Understanding Culture.
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Section 2

Elements of culture
There are two basic components of culture: ideas and symbols

development created these artifacts and new language to

on the one hand and artifacts (material objects) on the other. The

describe them and the functions they perform. Today’s wireless

first type, called nonmaterial culture, includes the values, beliefs,

artifacts in turn help reinforce our own commitment to wireless

symbols, and language that define a society. The second type,

technology as a way of life, if only because children are now

called material culture, includes all the society’s physical objects,

growing up with them, often even before they can read and write.

such as its tools and technology, clothing, eating utensils, and

The iPhone is just one of the many notable cultural artifacts in

means of transportation. These elements of culture are

today’s wireless world.

discussed next.

Artifacts
Artifacts are material objects like tools people use to
communicate or to work, the architecture of houses, the clothing
people wear and the food they eat. One of the most important
inventions in the evolution of society was the wheel.
Although the wheel was a great invention, artifacts are much
more numerous and complex in industrial societies. Because of
technological advances during the past two decades, many such
societies today may be said to have a wireless culture, as
smartphones, netbooks and laptops, and GPS devices now
dominate so much of modern life. The artifacts associated with
this culture were unknown a generation ago. Technological

Technological development created these artifacts and new language to
describe them and their functions—for example, “There’s an app for that!”
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Sometimes people in one society may find it diﬃcult to

Cow manure is also mixed with water and used as flooring

understand the artifacts that are an important part of another

material over dirt floors in Indian households. For all of these

society’s culture. If a member of a tribal society who had never

reasons, cow worship is not so puzzling after all, because it helps

seen a cell phone, or who had never even used batteries or

preserve animals that are very important for India’s economy and

electricity, were somehow to visit the United States, she or he

other aspects of its way of life.

would obviously have no idea of what a cell phone was or of its
importance in almost everything we do these days. Conversely, if
we were to visit that person’s society, we might not appreciate the
importance of some of its artifacts.

If Indians exalt cows, many Jews and Muslims feel the opposite
about pigs: they refuse to eat any product made from pigs and so
obey an injunction from the Old Testament of the Bible and from
the Koran. Harris thinks this injunction existed because pig

In this regard, consider once again India’s cows, discussed in the

farming in ancient times would have threatened the ecology of the

news article that began this chapter. As the article mentioned,

Middle East. Sheep and cattle eat primarily grass, while pigs eat

people from India consider cows holy, and they let cows roam the

foods that people eat, such as nuts, fruits, and especially grains.

streets of many cities. In a nation where hunger is so rampant,
such cow worship is diﬃcult to understand, at least to Americans,
because a ready source of meat is being ignored.
Anthropologist Marvin Harris (1974) advanced a practical
explanation for India’s cow worship. Millions of Indians are
peasants who rely on their farms for their food and thus their
existence. Oxen and water buﬀalo, not tractors, are the way they
plow their fields. If their ox falls sick or dies, farmers may lose
their farms. Because, as Harris observes, oxen are made by
cows, it thus becomes essential to preserve cows at all costs. In
India, cows also act as an essential source of fertilizer, to the tune
of 700 million tons of manure annually, about half of which is used
for fertilizer and the other half of which is used as fuel for cooking.

According to anthropologist Marvin Harris, cows are worshipped in India
because they are such an important part of India’s agricultural economy.
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In another problem, pigs do not provide milk and are much more

Symbols

diﬃcult to herd than sheep or cattle. Next, pigs do not thrive well
in the hot, dry climate in which the people of the Old Testament

Every culture is filled with symbols, or things that stand for

and Koran lived. Finally, sheep and cattle were a source of food

something else and that often evoke various reactions and

back then because beyond their own meat they provided milk,

emotions. Some symbols are actually types of nonverbal

cheese, and manure, and cattle were also used for plowing. In

communication, while other symbols are in fact material objects.

contrast, pigs would have provided only their own meat. Because
sheep and cattle were more “versatile” in all of these ways, and
because of the other problems pigs would have posed, it made
sense for the eating of pork to be prohibited.

Let us look at nonverbal symbols first. A common one is shaking
hands, which is done in some societies but not in others. It
commonly conveys friendship and is used as a sign of both
greeting and departure. Probably all societies have nonverbal

In contrast to Jews and Muslims, at least one society, the Maring
of the mountains of New Guinea, is characterized by “pig love.”
Here pigs are held in the highest regard. The Maring sleep next to
pigs, give them names and talk to them, feed them table scraps,
and once or twice every generation have a mass pig sacrifice that
is intended to ensure the future health and welfare of Maring
society.
Harris explains their love of pigs by noting that their climate is
ideally suited to raising pigs, which are an important source of
meat for the Maring. Because too many pigs would overrun the
Maring, their periodic pig sacrifices help keep the pig population
to manageable levels. Pig love thus makes as much sense for the
Maring as pig hatred did for people in the time of the Old
Testament and the Koran.

The meaning of a gesture may diﬀer from one society to another. This familiar
gesture means “OK” in the United States, but in certain parts of Europe, it
signifies an obscenity. An American using this gesture might very well be
greeted with an angry look.
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symbols we call gestures, movements of the hands, arms, or

the flag in protest, prompting angry attacks by bystanders and

other parts of the body that are meant to convey certain ideas or

negative coverage by the news media.

emotions. However, the same gesture can mean one thing in one
society and something quite diﬀerent in another society (Axtell,
1998).

Other objects have symbolic value for religious reasons. Three of
the most familiar religious symbols in many nations are the cross,
the Star of David, and the crescent moon, which are widely

In the United States, for example, if we nod our head up and

understood to represent Christianity, Judaism, and Islam,

down, we mean yes, and if we shake it back and forth, we mean

respectively. Whereas many cultures attach no religious

no. In Bulgaria, however, nodding means no, while shaking our

significance to these shapes, for many people across the world

head back and forth means yes! In the United States, if we make

they evoke very strong feelings of religious faith. Recognizing this,

an “O” by putting our thumb and forefinger together, we mean

hate groups have often desecrated these symbols.

“OK,” but the same gesture in certain parts of Europe signifies an
obscenity. “Thumbs up” in the United States means “great” or
“wonderful,” but in Australia it means the same thing as
extending the middle finger in the United States. Certain parts of
the Middle East and Asia would be oﬀended if they saw you using
your left hand to eat, because they use their left hand for
bathroom hygiene.
Some of our most important symbols are objects. Here the U.S.
flag is a prime example. For most Americans, the flag is not just a
piece of cloth with red and white stripes and white stars against a
field of blue. Instead, it is a symbol of freedom, democracy, and
other American values and, accordingly, inspires pride and
patriotism. During the Vietnam War, however, the flag became to
many Americans a symbol of war and imperialism. Some burned

As these examples indicate, shared symbols, both nonverbal
communication and tangible objects, are an important part of any
culture but also can lead to misunderstandings and even hostility.
These problems underscore the significance of symbols for social
interaction and meaning.
Perhaps our most important set of symbols is language. In
English, the word chair means something we sit on. In Spanish,
the word silla means the same thing. As long as we agree how to
interpret these words, a shared language and thus society are
possible. By the same token, diﬀerences in languages can make
it quite diﬃcult to communicate. For example, imagine you are in
a foreign country where you do not know the language and the
country’s citizens do not know yours. Worse yet, you forgot to
bring your dictionary that translates their language into yours, and
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vice versa, and your iPhone battery has died. You become lost.

others do not, and in the remaining societies the “written”

How will you get help? What will you do? Is there any way to

language consists mainly of pictures, not words.

communicate your plight?

Norms

As this scenario suggests, language is crucial to communication
and thus to any society’s culture. Children learn language from

Cultures diﬀer widely in their norms, or standards and

their culture just as they learn about shaking hands, about

expectations for behaving. We already saw that the nature of

gestures, and about the significance of the flag and other

drunken behavior depends on society’s expectations of how

symbols. Humans have a capacity for language that no other

people should behave when drunk. Norms of drunken behavior

animal species possesses. Our capacity for language in turn

influence how we behave when we drink too much.

helps make our complex culture possible.

Norms are often divided into two types, formal norms and

In the United States, some people consider a common language

informal norms. Formal norms, also called mores (MOOR-ayz)

so important that they advocate making English the oﬃcial

and laws, refer to the standards of behavior considered the most

language of certain cities or states or even the whole country and

important in any society. Examples in the United States include

banning bilingual education in the public schools (Ray, 2007).

traﬃc laws, criminal codes, and, in a college context, student

Critics acknowledge the importance of English but allege that this

behavior codes addressing such things as cheating and hate

movement smacks of anti-immigrant prejudice and would help

speech. Informal norms, also called folkways and customs, refer

destroy ethnic subcultures. In 2009, voters in Nashville,

to standards of behavior that are considered less important but

Tennessee, rejected a proposal that would have made English the

still influence how we behave. Table manners are a common

city’s oﬃcial language and required all city workers to speak in

example of informal norms, as are such everyday behaviors as

English rather than their native language (R. Brown, 2009).

how we interact with a cashier and how we ride in an elevator.

Language, of course, can be spoken or written. One of the most

Many norms diﬀer dramatically from one culture to the next.

important developments in the evolution of society was the

Some of the best evidence for cultural variation in norms comes

creation of written language. Some of the preindustrial societies

from the study of sexual behavior (Edgerton, 1976). Among the

that anthropologists have studied have written language, while

Pokot of East Africa, for example, women are expected to enjoy
sex, while among the Gusii a few hundred miles away, women
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who enjoy sex are considered deviant. In Inis Beag, a small island

and are thus better suited for hunting. Second, women become

oﬀ the coast of Ireland, sex is considered embarrassing and even

pregnant and bear children and are less able to hunt. Yet a

disgusting; men feel that intercourse drains their strength, while

diﬀerent pattern emerges in some hunting-and-gathering

women consider it a burden. Even nudity is considered terrible,

societies. Among a group of Australian aborigines called the Tiwi

and people on Inis Beag keep their clothes on while they bathe.

and a tribal society in the Philippines called the Agta, both sexes

The situation is quite diﬀerent in Mangaia, a small island in the

hunt. After becoming pregnant, Agta women continue to hunt for

South Pacific. Here sex is considered very enjoyable, and it is the

most of their pregnancy and resume hunting after their child is

major subject of songs and stories.

born (Brettell & Sargent, 2009).

While many societies frown on homosexuality, others accept it.

Some of the most interesting norms that diﬀer by culture govern

Among the Azande of East Africa, for example, young warriors

how people stand apart when they talk with each other (Hall &

live with each other and are not allowed to marry. During this

Hall, 2007). In the United States, people who are not intimates

time, they often have sex with younger boys, and this

usually stand about three to four feet apart when they talk. If

homosexuality is approved by their culture. Among the Sambia of

someone stands more closely to us, especially if we are of

New Guinea, young males live separately from females and

northern European heritage, we feel uncomfortable. Yet people in

engage in homosexual behavior for at least a decade. It is felt that

other countries—especially Italy, France, Spain, and many of the

the boys would be less masculine if they continued to live with

nations of Latin America and the Middle East—would feel

their mothers and that the semen of older males helps young

uncomfortable if they were standing three to four feet apart. To

boys become strong and fierce (Edgerton, 1976).

them, this distance is too great and indicates that the people

Other evidence for cultural variation in norms comes from the
study of how men and women are expected to behave in various
societies. For example, many traditional societies are simple
hunting-and-gathering societies. In most of these, men tend to
hunt and women tend to gather. Many observers attribute this

talking dislike each other. If a U.S. native of British or
Scandinavian heritage were talking with a member of one these
societies, they might well have trouble interacting, because at
least one of them will be uncomfortable with the physical distance
separating them.

gender diﬀerence to at least two biological diﬀerences between

Some norms may change over time within a given culture. In the

the sexes. First, men tend to be bigger and stronger than women

US, a topic on which norms have changed is abortion and birth
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control (Bullough & Bullough, 1977). Despite the controversy

Court ruled in Griswold v. Connecticut that contraception

surrounding abortion today, it was very common in the ancient

information could not be banned.

world. Much later, medieval theologians generally felt that
abortion was not murder if it occurred within the first several
weeks after conception. This distinction was eliminated in 1869,
when Pope Pius IX declared abortion at any time to be murder. In
the United States, abortion was not illegal until 1828, when New
York state banned it to protect women from unskilled abortionists,
and most other states followed suit by the end of the century.
However, the sheer number of unsafe, illegal abortions over the
next several decades helped fuel a demand for repeal of abortion
laws that in turn helped lead to the Roe v. Wade Supreme Court
decision in 1973 that generally legalized abortion during the first
two trimesters.

Rituals
Diﬀerent cultures also have diﬀerent rituals, or established
procedures and ceremonies that often mark transitions in the life
course. As such, rituals both reflect and transmit a culture’s
norms and other elements from one generation to the next.
Graduation ceremonies in colleges and universities are familiar
examples of time-honored rituals. In many societies, rituals help
signify one’s gender identity. For example, girls around the world
undergo various types of initiation ceremonies to mark their
transition to adulthood. Among the Bemba of Zambia, girls
undergo a month-long initiation ceremony called the chisungu, in

Contraception was also practiced in ancient times, only to be

which girls learn songs, dances, and secret terms that only

opposed by early Christianity. Over the centuries, scientific

women know (Maybury-Lewis, 1998). In some cultures, special

discoveries of the nature of the reproductive process led to more

ceremonies also mark a girl’s first menstrual period. Such

eﬀective means of contraception and to greater calls for its use,

ceremonies are largely absent in the United States, where a girl’s

despite legal bans on the distribution of information about

first period is a private matter. But in other cultures the first period

contraception. In the early 1900s, Margaret Sanger, an American

is a cause for celebration involving gifts, music, and food

nurse, spearheaded the growing birth-control movement and

(Hathaway, 1997).

helped open a birth-control clinic in Brooklyn in 1916. She and
two other women were arrested within 10 days, and Sanger and
one other defendant were sentenced to 30 days in jail. Eﬀorts by
Sanger and other activists helped to change views on
contraception over time, and finally, in 1965, the U.S. Supreme

Boys have their own initiation ceremonies, some of them involving
circumcision. That said, the ways in which circumcisions are done
and the ceremonies accompanying them diﬀer widely. In the
United States, boys who are circumcised usually undergo a quick
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procedure in the hospital. If their parents are observant Jews,

In the United States, of course, the situation is quite diﬀerent. The

circumcision will be part of a religious ceremony, and a religious

American culture extols the rights of the individual and promotes

figure called a moyel will perform the circumcision. In contrast,

competition in the business and sports worlds and in other areas

circumcision among the Maasai of East Africa is used as a test of

of life. Lawsuits over the most frivolous of issues are quite

manhood. If a boy being circumcised shows signs of fear, he

common and even expected. Phrases like “Look out for number

might well be ridiculed (Maybury-Lewis, 1998).

one!” abound. If the Japanese value harmony and group feeling,

Values & beliefs
Values are another important element of culture and involve
notions or things that we deem important and we aspire to have,
do or be. They include concepts that we desire or seek to
achieve, like equality, honesty, education, loyalty, family,
conservation of the environment, etc. A culture’s values shape its

Americans value competition and individualism. Because the
Japanese value harmony, their norms frown on self-assertion in
interpersonal relationships and on lawsuits to correct perceived
wrongs. Because Americans value and even thrive on
competition, our norms promote assertion in relationships and
certainly promote the use of the law to address all kinds of
problems.

norms. In Japan, for example, a central value is group harmony.

The Japanese value system is a bit of an anomaly, because

The Japanese place great emphasis on harmonious social

Japan is an industrial nation with very traditional influences. Its

relationships and dislike interpersonal conflict. Individuals are

emphasis on group harmony and community is more usually

fairly unassertive by American standards, lest they be perceived

thought of as a value found in traditional societies, while the U.S.

as trying to force their will on others (Schneider & Silverman,

emphasis on individuality is more usually thought of as a value

2010). When interpersonal disputes do arise, Japanese do their

found in industrial cultures. Anthropologist David Maybury-Lewis

best to minimize conflict by trying to resolve the disputes

(1998, p. 8) describes this diﬀerence as follows: “The heart of the

amicably. Lawsuits are thus uncommon; in one case involving

diﬀerence between the modern world and the traditional one is

disease and death from a mercury-polluted river, some Japanese

that in traditional societies people are a valuable resource and the

who dared to sue the company responsible for the mercury

interrelations between them are carefully tended; in modern

poisoning were considered bad citizens (Upham, 1976).

society things are the valuables and people are all too often
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treated as disposable.” In industrial societies, continues Maybury-

The previous section is provided by the University of

Lewis, individualism and the rights of the individual are celebrated

Minnesota’s open library resource, The Elements of Culture.

and any one person’s obligations to the larger community are
weakened. Individual achievement becomes more important than
values such as kindness, compassion, and generosity.
Belief, on the other hand, are concepts that we hold to be true.
They may stem from religion (i.e., belief in eternal life,
reincarnation, heaven and hell, etc.) but not always. They are
judgements we pass about people’s attitude or behavior like
“good” or “bad”, “desirable,” or “undesirable”. Some beliefs are
based on some kind of evidence, but many times, they are rooted
on concepts for which there is no proof. In which case they are
grounded on faith, or superstition. Sometimes beliefs can be so
strong that they shape our reality and act as filters through which
we look at everything. For example, most people belief that killing
another person is bad. However, what if you believe that God will
reward you in heaven if you kill others because they do not share
the same beliefs as yours, and blow yourself in the process as a
sacrifice to God? Cultural conflicts arise when my reality is
diﬀerent to your reality when confronted with the same
information. That is why ten people can watch the same movie
and come up with ten diﬀerent realities of what happened, and
why it happened.
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Chapter 7

Research
Studies on
National
Culture
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Demonstrate knowledge of the dimensions of
culture as researched by Geert Hosftede.
• Demonstrate knowledge of the research
conducted by Fons Trompenaars and others on
national culture.
• Analyze the culture of any country using
cultural frameworks based on pertinent
research.

Section 1

Hofstede’s cultural dimensions
We know that we are living in a global age. Technology has

into motivating people, structuring projects, and developing

brought everyone much closer together. This means that people

strategy. How can we understand cultural diﬀerences? Are we

of diﬀerent cultures find themselves working together and

relegated to learning from our mistakes, or are there generalized

communicating

guidelines to

more and more.

follow?

This is exciting, but

Fortunately,

it can also be

psychologist Dr.

frustrating and

Geert Hofstede

fraught with

asked himself this

uncertainty. How do

question in the

you relate to

1970s. What

someone of another

emerged after

culture? What do

decades of

you say, or not say,

research and

to start a

thousands of

conversation right?

interviews is a

Are there cultural
taboos of which you need to be aware?
“Building connections with people from around the world is just
one dimension of cultural diversity. You will also need to factor it

Figure 7.1

model of cultural

dimensions that has become an internationally recognized
standard. With access to 100,000 people working IBM in over 40
countries of the world, Hofstede collected cultural data and
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analyzed his findings. He initially identified four distinct cultural

strict rules that establish the types of relationships individuals

dimensions that served to distinguish one culture from another.

have with one another. Power represents the level of inequality

Later he added two more dimensions, and that is how the model

and equality, as well as the level of hierarchy and upward mobility,

stands today.

within a cultural group. Concerning leadership, power dimension

He scored each country using a scale of roughly 0 to 100 for each
dimension. The higher the score, the more that dimension is
exhibited in society.

can also represent a culture’s tendencies toward authority, on one
end, and one’s orientation toward laissez-faire leadership, on the
other. Hofstede found that low-power-distance cultures
emphasized equality and minimized power and status. According

The six dimensions of culture

to Hofstede's model, in a high PDI country such as Malaysia

Armed with a large database of cultural statistics, Hofstede

closed-door meetings where only select powerful leaders are in

analyzed the results and found clear patterns of similarity and

attendance.

(104), you would send reports only to top management and have

diﬀerence amid the responses along these five dimensions.
Interestingly, his research was done on employees of IBM only,
which allowed him to attribute the patterns to national diﬀerences
in culture, largely eliminating the problem of diﬀerences in
company culture.
1. Power distance index (PDI)
This refers to the degree of inequality that exists—and is
accepted—among people with and without power. A high PDI
score indicates that society accepts an unequal distribution of
power, and that people understand "their place" in the system.

Table 7.1

Low PDI means that power is shared and well dispersed. It also
means that society members view themselves as equals.
Hofstede defined power distance dimensions as maintaining
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2. Individualism (IDV)
This refers to the strength of the ties people have to others within
the community. A high IDV score (individualism), indicates loose
connections. In countries with a high IDV score there is a lack of
interpersonal connection, and little sharing of responsibility
beyond family and perhaps a few close friends. A society with a
low IDV score (collectivism), would have strong group cohesion,
and there would be a large amount of loyalty and respect for
members of the group. The group itself is also larger and people
take more responsibility for each other's well-being. Application:
Hofstede's analysis suggests that in the Central American
countries of Panama and Guatemala where the IDV scores are
very low (11 and 6, respectively), a marketing campaign that
emphasized benefits to the community or that tied into a popular

The following is an example that illustrates the diﬀerences
between individualist and collectivist cultures: Mary takes her
eight-year-old, Johnny, to the store to buy ice cream. She asks
him to choose what ice-cream flavor he would like. Over time, he
learns to tell his mother about his personal likes and dislikes.
Every time his mother responds to his decisions with
encouragement. Over time, he learns that he can and should be
able to express himself. By encouraging her child to make
decisions and choices on his own, Mary raises a child that
considers his personal needs and wants. If Johnny was in a group
that operated more collectively, he might become quite upset
when told that the whole group must agree to a specific ice
cream flavor, that is, that his personal choice does not matter in
the group decision.

political movement would likely be understood and well received.
Another example, in many Latino cultures, the concept of
family, is critical to their cultural history and social systems. The
family is the most important social unit and includes extended
family members. Decision-making, conflict resolution, and
negotiation are based on group needs rather than individual
preferences; through paying attention to group and collective
needs, harmony and relationships are intact. Alternatively, in
individualistic cultures, the need of the individual comes first.

Table 7.2

U.S. culture teaches this to children at a young age.
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but the few that get there exhibit very aggressive behavior, as if

3. Masculinity (MAS)

this was the only way to compete with their male counterparts.
Japan is highly masculine with a score of 95, whereas Sweden
has the lowest measured value (5). According to Hofstede's
analysis, if you were to open an oﬃce in Japan, you might have
greater success if you appointed a male employee to lead the
team and had a strong male contingent on the team. In Sweden,
on the other hand, you would aim for a team that was balanced in
terms of skill rather than gender.
Table 7.3

4. Uncertainty avoidance index (UAI)
High MAS scores represents a preference for achievement,
heroism, assertiveness, and material rewards for success. Society
at large is more competitive and tough. They are found in
countries where men are expected to be “tough,” to be the
provider, and to be assertive. Girls and boys learn their roles early
on. “Girls do dishes and cook,” while “boys don’t cry.”
Low MAS score refers to femininity societies which have a
preference for cooperation, modesty, caring for the weak and

c

quality of life. Society at large is more consensus-oriented and
tender. Femininity roles more common in countries with cooler/

This relates to the degree of anxiety that society members feel

harsh climates, where everyone is needed to survive. In feminine

when in uncertain or unknown situations. High UAI scoring

societies, men and women take up challenging careers, whereas

nations try to avoid ambiguous situations whenever possible.

it is mainly men who do that in masculine cultures. In masculine

They are governed by rules and order and they seek a collective

countries, it is more unusual to find women in higher positions,

“truth.” Low UAI scores indicate that the society enjoys novel
events and values diﬀerences.
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There are very few rules, and people are encouraged to discover
their own truth. For example, when discussing a project with
people in Belgium, whose country scored a 94 on the UAI scale,
you should investigate the various options and then present a
limited number of choices, but have very detailed information
available on your contingency and risk plans. (Note that there will
be cultural diﬀerences between French and Dutch speakers in
Belgium.)
5. Long-term orientation (LTO)
This refers to how every society has to maintain some links with
its own past while dealing with the challenges of the present and
Table 7.5

future. This is the fifth dimension that Hofstede added in the
1990s, after finding that Asian countries with a strong link to

6. Indulgence

Confucian philosophy acted diﬀerently from Western cultures. In
countries with a high LTO score, delivering on social obligations

The dimension of indulgence vs. restraint focuses on happiness,

and avoiding “loss of face” are considered very important.

and life control. A society that practices indulgence makes room

According to Hofstede's analysis, people in the United States and
United Kingdom have low LTO scores. This suggests that you can
pretty much expect anything in this culture in terms of creative
expression and novel ideas. The model implies that people in the
U.S. do not value tradition as much as many others, and are
therefore likely to be willing to help you execute the most
innovative plans as long as they get to participate fully.
Table 7.6
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for the comparatively free gratification of natural and basic human
drives pertaining to indulging in fun and enjoying life.
The quality of restraint describes a society that holds back need
gratification and tries to control it through stringent social norms.
For example, people in Latin cultures tend to be more outgoing,
smile more often, are loud, and show their sensuality in the open.
Chinese, are more control in their demeanor.
The previous section is provided by Oregon.gov’s Hofstede’s
Cultural Dimensions.
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Chapter 8

Leadership
Across
Cultures
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Demonstrate understanding of the GLOBA
study, its continuing updates, and its
implications for international managers.
• Understand the framework on leadership as
presented by Erin Meyer.
• Compare and contrast foreign leadership styles
with those practiced in the United States.

Section 1

The GLOBE study
Introduction
Since the mid-1990s, the Global Leadership and Organizational
Behavior Eﬀectiveness (GLOBE) research of 62 societies has
served as a significant study for understanding how cultural
value dimensions are expressed in diﬀerent cultures—whether
societal or organizational. Knowledge and awareness of cultural
values can enable leaders and managers to eﬀectively manage
and work through intercultural conflict and interactions. Over
17,000 managers from 951 organizations in 62 societies
participated in focus groups, questionnaires, and interviews for
this study by House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, & Gupta (Eds.)
(2004).
The GLOBE study found that nine core dimensions of cultures
exist in diﬀerent societies. The first six dimensions in the chart
below validated the cultural value dimensions Geert Hofstede
proposed in the 1980s. The adjacent table, “Cultural Dimensions

Table 8.1

as Researched in the GLOBE Study,” lists other dimensions, as
well as their definitions, as described in the GLOBE study (House
& Javidan, 2014, pp. 11–13).
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Leadership behaviors & culture

leaders outstanding on the basis of the degree of fit between the
leader behavior and the characteristics that people in that culture

Based on the responses generated by the study and using other

consider important for a leader to have. Members of diﬀerent

research, the GLOBE researchers grouped societies into regional

societies may have diﬀering expectations from their leaders,

clusters. The clusters were a way of creating meaning around

influenced by their cultural values.

societal views of culture and leadership. Each cluster had
characteristics specific to their region, language, religion, history,
and shared cultural understanding. The two tables on pg. 95,
“GLOBE Clusters of Societies” (Table 8.2) and “Clusters of
Societies and their Cultural Value Dimensions” (Table 8.3) list each
cluster and the countries that were grouped into the clusters.

The GLOBE project has demonstrated that what is expected of
leaders, what leaders may and may not do, and the status and
influence bestowed on leaders vary considerably as a result of the
cultural forces in the countries or regions in which the leaders
function. This is referred to as CLT or culturally endorse implicit
leadership. Followers develop mental representations or

Responses from the managers as to the characteristics of

prototypes of leaders. Individuals are perceived as leaders by the

outstanding leaders were analyzed on a 1-7 Likert scale. The

extent to which their behavior matches the behavior expected of

definition used was: “An outstanding leader is a person in an

a prototypical leader.

organization or industry who is ‘exceptionally skilled at
motivating, influencing, or enabling you, others, or groups to
contribute to the success of the organization or task.’” The
analysis generated 21 leadership scales which were ranked from
the “most universally desirable” to “the least universally
desirable” as shown in Table 8.6. The 21 primary dimensions of
leadership were statistically and conceptually reduced to six
scales, resulting in six leader styles as shown on Table 8.4.

For example, societies that value high performance orientation
desire leaders who are charismatic, team oriented, and
participative. Other cultures value leaders who are humble and
compassionate. Americans appreciate two kinds of leaders. They
seek empowerment from leaders who grant autonomy and
delegate authority to subordinates. They also respect the bold,
forceful, confident, and risk-taking leader, as personified by John
Wayne. The Dutch place emphasis on egalitarianism and are

It was found that leader eﬀectiveness is contextual, that is, it is

skeptical about the value of leadership. Arabs worship their

embedded in the societal and organizational norms, values and

leaders--as long as they are in power! Iranians and Russians seek

beliefs of the people being led. People in a culture consider a

power and strength in their leaders. Malaysians expect their
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leaders to behave in a manner that is humble, modest, and

The study also highlighted the perceptions of cultures related to

dignified. The French appreciate two kinds of leaders. De Gaulle

universally desirable and undesirable attributes in leaders. The

and Mitterrand are examples. De Gaulle is an example of a strong

desirable attributes were viewed as characteristics that were

charismatic leader. Mitterrand is an example of a consensus

valued and that facilitated the leadership processes. Undesirable

builder, coalition former, and eﬀective negotiator.

attributes were viewed as obstacles and challenges to eﬀective

The findings of the GLOBE study served to help organizations
and societies understand what made an eﬀective or ineﬀective
leader. Many leadership behaviors are similar across societies,
pointing out that no matter the cultural diﬀerence or society in
which a leader is from, there are specific leadership behaviors
that are viewed as eﬀective. The GLOBE project was significant in

leadership. Table 8.6 “List of Desirable and Undesirable
Leadership Attributes from the GLOBE Research” illustrates the
positive and negative attributes of eﬀective leadership. Expand
the image gallery below to see the tables and a GLOBE map.

Gallery 8.1 GLOBE research

indicating how cultures perceive eﬀective and ineﬀective
leadership, which is helpful to leaders in facilitating intercultural
interactions.
The study revealed six global leadership behaviors, which were
used in the study to understand how the clusters perceived
leadership. These six are charismatic/value-based, teamoriented, participative, humane-oriented, autonomous, and selfprotective. Using their understanding of leadership behaviors and
perceptions of leadership from each cluster group, the
researchers were able to identify a leadership profile for each
cluster. Table 8.4 “GLOBE Study of Key Leadership
Behaviors” and Table 8.5 “Leadership Behavior Profiles for
Clusters” list the six leadership behaviors and their characteristics
as well as the leadership profile for each cluster.

Table 8.2: GLOBE clusters of societies
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The previous section is provided by Saylor Academy’s Culture
and Leadership.
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Chapter 9

Cross-Cultural
Communication
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Recognize possible sources of distortion when
communicating with individuals from other
cultures.
• Examine ways to avoid miscommunication and
misunderstandings between cultures.
• Analyze the national culture of a given country
in terms of communication style and verbal and
non-verbal communication.

Section 1

The communication process
Communication is the process by which people exchange verbal

to share, less tacit understanding, and in turn, more distortion

and nonverbal messages. In the communication process, as

can be present during the communication process.

ideas, feelings, or information cannot be communicated directly,
people must symbolize them for expression. Therefore, encoding
describes the production of a symbol message (words or

Consider the following conversation and analyze the possible
reasons why it ended in a negative way:

behaviors) from the sender; this message is sent through some
channel (letter, phone, face-to-face meeting, etc.), and decoding
describes the process by which the receiver interprets a meaning
from the symbol message.
For understanding to occur, the sender and receiver must share
a vast amount of common information, which is referred to as
grounding. Grounding, or cultural field, is based on assumptions
and tacit information. Cross-cultural communication happens
when a person from one culture sends a message to a person
from another culture. Thus, the sender and the receiver have
diﬀerent cultural fields which makes it significantly more
demanding than single culture communication because
individuals have less common information, or grounding.
Consequently, the fact that the sender and the receiver are from
diﬀerent cultures means that they have less common information
Figure 9.1
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Figure 9.2
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Section 2

Communication styles
High-context & low-context communication

occurs when most of the information is either in the physical
context or internalized in the person, with very little information

A communication style is the way people communicate with

given in the coded, explicit, transmitted part of the message.

others verbally and nonverbally. It combines both language and

Members of high-context communication cultures rely on their

nonverbal cues and is the meta-message that dictates how

pre-existing knowledge of each other and the setting to convey

listeners receive and interpret verbal messages. Scholars have

or interpret meaning, which reduces their reliance on explicit

proposed diﬀerent typologies for describing communication

verbal codes. Explicit, direct messages are considered either

styles. Of the theoretical perspectives proposed to understand

unnecessary or potentially face threatening. It is the receiver of

cultural variations in communication styles, the most widely cited

the message who assumes responsibility for inferring the hidden

is the diﬀerentiation between high-context and low-context

or contextual meanings of the message.

communication by Edward Hall (1976).

In contrast, in low-context communication most of the meaning

Although restricted and elaborated codes are universal styles of

is conveyed in the explicit verbal code. Members of low-context

communication, according to Hall (1976), cultures diﬀer in the

communication cultures expect the message sender to be direct,

importance they place on words, and one communication style

provide detailed information, and use unambiguous language

tends to be more predominant in one culture than another. Hall

because they do not assume pre-existing knowledge of the

diﬀerentiated between high-context and low-context

people or the setting. If there is miscommunication or

communication cultures and argued that low-context

misunderstanding, the sender of the message is often held

communication is used predominantly in individualistic cultures,

responsible for not constructing a clear, direct, and unambiguous

whereas high-context communication is used predominantly in

message for the listener to decode easily.

collectivistic cultures. Specifically, high-context communication
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Researchers have provided considerable empirical evidence for

The diﬀerences between high-context versus low-context

the influence of individualism and collectivism on the use of high-

communication can also be explained by cultural diﬀerences in

context and low-context communication styles. On a conceptual

thinking styles. The long tradition of the study of rhetoric in the

level, collectivistic and individualistic values shape the norms and

United States and many European cultures reflects the cultural

rules that guide behavior in these cultures. As members of

pattern of logical, rational, and analytical thinking. Attention is

individualistic cultures are socialized into major societal values

given primarily to the verbal message, independent of its

such as independence, freedom, and privacy, they tend to

communicative context. Speakers and listeners are viewed as

acquire independent self-construals, viewing themselves as

separate entities who enter a relationship through the

unique and unconstrained individuals, free to express themselves

transmission of messages. A primary responsibility of the speaker

and be direct. Therefore, they are more likely to prefer a sender-

is to express his or her ideas and thoughts as clearly, logically,

oriented, low-context communication style.

and persuasively as possibly, so that the listener, regardless of his

On the other hand, as members of collectivistic cultures are
socialized into major societal values such as interdependence,

or her background and pre-existing knowledge, can fully
comprehend the intended meaning of the messages.

relational harmony, and connectedness, they tend to formulate

The systematic study of speech has not been as fully developed

interdependent self-construals viewing themselves as part of

in collectivistic cultures as in individualistic cultures. In East Asian

encompassing social relationships whose behaviors are largely

cultures in particular, a holistic approach dictates how people

influenced by the thoughts, feelings, and actions of others in the

evaluate speech. The words are considered only part of, and are

relationship. Therefore, they are more likely to prefer a receiver-

inseparable from, the total communication context, which

oriented, high-context communication styles. On an empirical

includes the personal characters of the parties involved and the

level, with data collected from the United States, Japan, Korea,

nature of the interpersonal relationships between them. In this

and Australia, Gudykunst, and colleagues (1996) found evidence

holistic approach, verbal messages are means for enhancing

that the individualistic and collectivistic values of members of

social connection and harmony rather than promoting the

these cultures are associated with their independent and

individuality of speakers. Verbal messages are also important, but

interdependent self-construals, both of which mediate the

the emphasis is not placed on the technique of constructing and

influence of national culture on their high-context and low-context

delivering clear verbal messages for maximum persuasiveness.

communication styles.

Instead, verbal messages should conform to culturally defined
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rules or social expectations, based on already established social

Direct & indirect communication styles

relationships or on the positions of the communicators in the
society. It is therefore important to be sensitive to subtle and

A case in point, to illustrate the diﬀerence between high-context

implicit contextual cues surrounding the communication process

and low-context communication cultures, is the diﬀerence

to encode and decode meaning. Without the contextual bases,

between direct and indirect communication styles. A direct

the speakers’ verbal messages are perceived to be pointless,

communication style, typically practiced in low-context

awkward, or even deceitful.

communication cultures, is one in which messages reveal the

Figure 9.3
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speaker’s true intentions, opinions, and needs, whereas an

Whereas an indirect communication style fares well in

indirect communication style is one in which the verbal message

collectivistic cultures, individualistic cultures, such as the United

is often designed to camouflage the speaker’s true intentions,

States and most European cultures, generally prefer a more direct

opinions, and needs; in other words, the speaker does not mean

communication style. Good and competent communicators are

what he or she literally said. The indirect style reflects a cautious

expected to say what they mean and mean what they say. A

attitude towards the expression of negative and confrontational

person who speaks dubiously or evasively about an important

verbal messages; people tend to use moderate or suppressed

matter is likely to be perceived unreliable, if not dishonest. A high

expressions for such messages whenever possible.

degree of social approval is given to those who are capable of

According to Gudykunst and Kim (2003), members of
collectivistic cultures tend to be concerned more with the overall

expressing ideas and feelings in a precise, explicit,
straightforward, and direct fashion.

emotional quality of interactions than with the meanings of

If misunderstanding occurs, the message sender tends to

specific words or sentences. Courtesy often takes precedence

assume the primary responsibility for failing to construct and

over truthfulness, which is consistent with the collectivistic

deliver an unambiguous message. Message receivers in these

cultures’ emphasis on maintaining social harmony as the primary

cultures rely on the specific words that are said to decode

function of speech in interpersonal interactions.

meaning, rather than paying attention to the relational or identity

“As a result, members from collectivistic cultures tend to give an
agreeable and pleasant answer to questions when literal, factual
answers might be perceived as unpleasant or embarrassing. For
example, a person who is invited to a party but cannot go, or
does not feel like going, would say yes, then simply not go,
because a direct refusal is considered more face threatening. The
message receiver is expected to detect and appreciate the
message sender’s desire to protect mutual face through the use
of an indirect refusal.

aspect of the message that is never explicitly stated.
Self-enhancement & self-eﬀacement communication styles
Another dimension of communication involves the degree to
which positive aspects of the self are attended, elaborated, and
emphasized in interpersonal interactions. A self-enhancement
communication style is used when an individual is open and
direct about his or her abilities, contributions, or
accomplishments, whereas a self-eﬀacement communication
style is used when an individual uses verbal restraints,
hesitations, modest talk, and self-deprecation when discussing
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his or her own abilities, contributions, or accomplishments, or

analytical thinking style, members of low-context communication

when responding to others’ praises. In collectivistic cultures, such

cultures are likely to interpret self-eﬀacement messages at their

as Japan and China, much of socialization emphasizes the use of

face value. For example, research shows that European

self-criticisms by identifying one’s shortcomings, deficits, or

Americans perceive Japanese Americans who engage in self-

problems that prevent one from meeting consensual standards of

eﬀacing behaviors as low in competence, whereas Japanese

excellence shared in the society.

Americans do not perceive them as reflecting negative self-

According to Akimoto and Sanbonmatsu (1999), self-eﬀacement
helps maintain group harmony because modesty may allow an
individual to avoid oﬀense. By playing down one’s individual

evaluations; rather, they describe their behavior as appropriate for
the communication context (Akimoto & Sanbonmatsu, 1999).

Elaborate & understated communication styles

performance and stressing the contribution of others, no one can
be threatened or oﬀended. In these high-context communication

Elaborate and understated communication styles, which involves

cultures, the message receiver is expected to detect and

the degree to which talk is used: An elaborate style refers to the

appreciate the message sender’s modesty, as well as the

use of expressive language, sometimes with exaggeration or

intention to enhance others’ face through self-eﬀacement. It is

animation, in everyday conversations, whereas an understated

generally assumed that praises should come from others and the

style involves the extensive use of silence, pauses, and

use of self-eﬀacement is often expected to result in the message

understatements in conversations. Unlike previous dimensions of

receiver’s positive, rather than negative, evaluations.

communication styles that can be treated as dichotomies and

In individualistic, low-context communication cultures, however,
much of socialization emphasizes the use of encouragements to
promote individuals’ self-esteem and self-eﬃcacy. Selfenhancement helps to promote individuality because it allows an
individual to directly assert thoughts, express desires, and

entail opposing cultural values and cognitive styles, this
dimension can be considered a continuum, with the United States
falling somewhere in the middle. The French, Arabs, Latin
Americans, and Africans tend to use an exaggerated
communication style.

promote his or her self-image. For example, research shows that

For example, in Arab cultures, individuals often feel compelled to

European Canadians are more satisfied with themselves than

over-assert in almost all types of communication because in their

Japanese (Heine & Lehman, 1999). In addition, due to an

culture, simple assertions may be interpreted to mean the
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opposite. The Arab proclivity to use verbal exaggerations is

are known for silent moments in negotiations, treated as a virtue.

considered responsible for many diplomatic misunderstandings

For Americans and Latinos, long silence may mean failure to

between the United States and Arab countries (Martin &

communicate, boredom or disinterest in others. Therefore, they

Nakayama, 2013). Similarly, compared with European Americans,

have a tendency to fill silence with verbal overkill.

whose communication style tends to be restrained and subdued,
African Americans’ interaction style is often emotionally animated
and expressive. Therefore, inter-ethnic miscommunication may
arise when African Americans perceive European Americans as
verbally detached and distant, and European Americans may
perceive African Americans as emotionally threatening and
intimidating.

The tension between Korean Americans and African Americans
that led to civil unrest in Los Angeles, for example, can be partly
explained by diﬀerences in communication styles. The use of
animation and exaggeration by African Americans, and the
readiness to initiate conversations, may be perceived by Korean
Americans as threatening and insincere, whereas for African
Americans, the verbal restraints and lack of nonverbal immediacy

On the other hand, many Asian cultures, such as the Chinese,

on the part of Korean Americans may communicate a

Japanese, Koreans, and Thai, tend to use an understated

condescending and prejudicial attitude.

communication style. For example, whereas European Americans
tend to see talk as a means of social control and are more likely
to initiate conversations with others when opportunities present
themselves, the Chinese tend to see silence as a control strategy.
People who speak little tend to be trusted more than people who
speak a great deal; therefore, in such cultures silence allows an
individual to be socially discreet, gain social acceptance, and

In addition to communication styles, there are other non-standard
verbal communication, specific to a geographical area and
culturally bound. Even within English speaking countries, there
are diﬀerences in the meaning of words. A Rubber is an eraser in
Britain, to knock someone up is to call at the door, people live in
flats and stand in queue.

avoid social penalty. Silence may also save individuals from

Translation: Even when translators know the meaning of words

embarrassment. When conflict arises, using silence as an initial

and the grammatical rules for putting them together, eﬀective

reaction allows the conflict parties to calm down, exhibit

communication is often not achieved. Outside a Hong Kong, tailor

emotional maturity, and take time to identify conflict management

shop: “ladies may have a fit upstairs.”

strategies that are least face threatening. Silence may also
indicate disagreement, refusal, or anger. Chinese and Japanese
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Use of slang: Informal usage of language associated with a

praise skills and work than physical appearance. In China, a male

group.

complimenting a female’s appearance can cause embarrassment.

Idioms: combining words to express a particular thought, which

Arab praise is more elaborate, often containing metaphors

diﬀers from its literal translation. It is quite hard for translators to

(expressing a concept in terms of another). Egyptian compliments

handle idiomatic translation. They are expressions of each

tend to be longer than American compliments and contain more

culture, sometimes specific to a tiny geographical area or a

comparatives. Japanese and Chinese use diﬀerent language

specific city. They are culturally bound, that is why it is so hard to

styles when addressing superiors, and children. People know to

export them to another context, because the translator needs to

respect the old, the higher status, and cherish the young, the

find other cultural references.

lower status. They address the old with formal language, and the

Proverbs and maxims: short sayings expressing what is

young ones with nicknames.

obviously true in a particular culture. They provide insight into

The previous section is provided by Oxford Research

some of culture’s central value and often advise people how they

Encyclopedia’s “Communication.”

should behave.
The use of praise: cultural diﬀerences exist in how frequently
praise is used, what is praised and how people respond to it. U.S.
nationals use praise more frequently, are more apt to praise
people who are close to them. Japanese are more likely to praise
foreigners. You should not single out a Japanese out of a group
and praise him/her publicly as people do not want to stand out (a
form of embarrassment). Germans do not praise at all unless the
work is extraordinary.
Americans and Latinos are more likely to praise physical
appearances, whereas Arabs, like the Japanese are more likely to
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Section 3

Non-verbal communication
Nonverbal communication as any meaning conveyed through
sounds, behaviors, and artifacts other than words. To help
explain this idea, it is useful to consider some of the diﬀerences
between verbal and nonverbal communication.

Kinesis

Eye contact
In the United States, gazing is typically interpreted as a sign of
friendliness; persistent gazing is perceived as hostile or
aggressive; avoiding eye contact suggests shyness,
unfriendliness, and insincerity. However in Africa and some
countries in South East Asia, gazing conveys anger; and in

Kinesics is the study of how we use body movement, hand

Japan, people avoid eye contact, they look instead at people’s

gestures, eye contact, and facial expressions. Many people

necks.

believe they can easily interpret the meanings of body
movements and facial expressions in others. Nevertheless, the
reality is, it is almost impossible to determine an exact meaning
for gestures, facial expressions, and eye contact. Even so, we
rely a great deal on kinesics to interpret and express meaning.

Facial expression
Facial expression is an important way to convey information,
especially emotions including anger, fear, sadness, disgust,
happiness, and surprise. However, diﬀerent cultures attach

We know that kinesics can communicate liking, social status,

diﬀerent meanings to the same facial expression. For example, in

and even relational responsiveness (Mehrabian, 1981). Facial

the U.S., smiling is associated with happiness; in Japan, smiling

expressions are a primary method of sharing emotions and

is a sign of hiding displeasure, sorrow, and anger; and in China,

feelings (Ekman & Friesen, 1967). Dominance in the US is

smiling sometimes is seen as a lack of self-control and

indicated by loud, low-pitched and fast speech, whereas in

calmness. In Thailand, people smile when they are nervous or

Germany is indicated by soft, low-pitched, breathy speech.

embarrassed.
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Gestures
In most cultures, people nod their heads up and down to say
“yes,” and shake their heads from side to side to say “no.”
However, in Bulgaria, people do the opposite; they nod their
heads up and down to say “no” and shake their heads from side
to side to say “yes.” Hence, the same gestures can mean very
diﬀerent things in diﬀerent cultures.

Haptics
Haptics is the study of touch. Touch is the first type of nonverbal
communication we experience as humans and is vital to our
development and health (Dolin & Booth-Butterfield, 1993). Those
who don’t have positive touch in their lives are less healthy both
mentally and physically than those who experience positive
touch. We use touch to share feelings and relational meanings.
Hugs, kisses, handshakes, or even playful roughhousing
demonstrate relational meanings and indicate relational
closeness. In western society, touch is largely reserved for family
and romantic relationships. Generally girls and women in samesex friendships have more liberty to express touch as part of the
relationship than men in same-sex friendships. However, despite
these unfortunate social taboos, the need for touch is so strong
that men are quite sophisticated at findings ways to incorporate

Do you ever wonder why you don’t see as many women doing
this? Perhaps it’s because wrestling is socially acceptable for
men whereas women are more likely to hug, hold hands, and sit
touching one another. Perhaps one day we will progress beyond
these arbitrary gender constructs, and everyone can engage in
needed touching behaviors in ways that are comfortable to them.
We use touch to share feelings and relational meanings. Hugs,
kisses, handshakes, or even playful roughhousing demonstrate
relational meanings and indicate relational closeness. In western
society, touch is largely reserved for family and romantic
relationships. Generally girls and women in same-sex friendships
have more liberty to express touch as part of the relationship than
men in same-sex friendships. However, despite these unfortunate
social taboos, the need for touch is so strong that men are quite
sophisticated at findings ways to incorporate this into their
friendships in socially acceptable ways. One such example is
wrestling among adolescent and young-adult males. Do you ever
wonder why you don’t see as many women doing this? Perhaps
it’s because wrestling is socially acceptable for men whereas
women are more likely to hug, hold hands, and sit touching one
another. Perhaps one day we will progress beyond these arbitrary
gender constructs, and everyone can engage in needed touching
behaviors in ways that are comfortable to them.

this into their friendships in socially acceptable ways. One such

People from diﬀerent cultures use touching behavior diﬀerently, if

example is wrestling among adolescent and young-adult males.

at all, during conversations. In northern Europe one does not
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touch others. Even the brushing of overcoat sleeves can elicit an

Proxemics

apology. Other low-touching cultures include English, Germanic,
and Asian. In high-touch cultures like the Mediterranean, Eastern

This is the study of how our use of space influences the ways we

European, and Latin cultures, people touch each other frequently

relate with others. It also demonstrates our relational standing

during conversation as a sign of closeness, mutual trust, and

with those around us. Edward Hall (1959, 1966) developed four

friendliness.

categories of space we use in the U.S. to form and maintain

Personal appearance, objects, & artifacts

relationships. Intimate space consists of space that ranges from
touch to eighteen inches.

These are also types of nonverbal communication we use to

We use intimate space with those whom we are close (family

communicate meaning to others. Consider your preferences for

members, close friends, and intimate partners). Personal space

hair-style, clothing, jewelry, and automobiles, as well the way you

ranges from eighteen inches to four feet and is reserved for most

maintain your body. Your choices express meanings to those

conversations with non-intimate others (friends and

around you about what you value and the image you wish to put

acquaintances). Social space extends from four to twelve feet

forth. As with most communication, our choices for personal

and is used for small group interactions such as sitting around a

appearance, objects, and artifacts occur within cultural contexts,

dinner table with others or a group meeting. Public space extends

and are interpreted in light of these contexts.

beyond twelve feet and is most often used in public speaking
situations. We use space to regulate our verbal communication
and communicate relational and social meanings. A fun exercise
to do is to go to a public space and observe people. Based on
their use of the above categories of space, try to determine what
type of relationship the people are in: romantic, family, or friends.

Paralanguage
This is the term we use to describe vocal qualities such as pitch,
volume, inflection, rate of speech, and rhythm. While the types of
nonverbal communication we have discussed so far are nonFigure 9.4: Personal Spaces in proxemics
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vocal, some nonverbal communication is actually vocal. How we

Implications for intercultural communication

say words often expresses greater meaning than the actual words
themselves.
Finally, silence serves as a type of nonverbal communication.
Have you ever experienced the “silent treatment” from someone?
What meanings did you take from that person’s silence? Silence
is powerful because the person using silence may be refusing to
engage in communication with you. Likewise, we can use silence
to regulate the flow of our conversations. Silence has a variety of
meanings and, as with other types of nonverbal communication;
context plays an important role for interpreting the meaning of
silence.

Cultural diﬀerences in communication styles, along with the
underlying diﬀerences in cultural values and thinking styles,
become a major source of misunderstanding, distrust, and
conflict in intercultural communication, as they often evoke
group-based identity perceptions, as well as corresponding
stereotypes and prejudices toward culturally diﬀerent “outgroup”
members. A case in point is how the long standing interethnic
conflict between Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs may be
attributable, in part, to diﬀerences in communication styles that,
as discussed in earlier sections, reflect deep-rooted diﬀerences in
cultural values and thinking styles, besides a relational history

You should now recognize the infinite combination of verbal and

between the two nation states characterized by strife, violence,

nonverbal messages we can share. When you think about it, it

casualties, and suﬀerings due to contentions over territory rights

really is astonishing that we can communicate eﬀectively at all.

and religion.

We engage in a continuous dance of communication where we try
to stay in step with one another. With an understanding of the
definition of nonverbal communication and the types of nonverbal
communication, let us consider the various functions nonverbal
communication serves in helping us communicate. (Ekman, 1965;
Knapp, 1980; Malandro & Barker, 1983).

The Arab communication style can be described as high-context,
indirect, and elaborate. The speech pattern is referred to
as musayra, which means “to accommodate” or “to go along
with,” and is a communication pattern that orients the speakers
toward harmonious social relations and a concern for face
saving.”

The previous section is provided by Saylor Academy’s Survey

Musayra includes four essential features: repetitiveness (used

of Communication Study/Nonverbal Communication.

primarily for complimenting and praising others, especially in
asymmetrical status relations), indirectness (a cultural tendency to
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be interpersonally cautious, facilitating politeness and face

interactions, especially in communication settings conducive to

saving), elaboration (an expressive and encompassing style

intergroup dialogue: Both communication patterns are featured

leading to a deeper connection with the message receiver), and

more in communication between members of the same group. In

aﬀectiveness (with emotional appeal to build identification with

an inter-ethnic communication setting, Israeli Jews tend to modify

the other and maintain positive face) (Ellis & Maoz, 2011).

their aggressive style and the Palestinians may take advantage of

In contrast, the communication style used by Israeli Jews is lowcontext, direct, pragmatic, and places an emphasis on

the opportunity to make assertions, elaborate on them, and argue
when necessary.

assertiveness. This speech pattern is called dugri, which means

Therefore, cultural misunderstanding due to diﬀerences in

“straight talk,” and involves a conscious suspension of face

communication styles can be reduced by creating a context of

concerns to allow the free expression of the speaker’s thoughts,

equality, where one group does not dominate the other. In

opinions, or preferences that might pose a threat to the message

addition, when members from high-context and low-context

receiver. Dugri represents a cultural identity for Israeli Jews that

communication cultures interact with each other, it is important

developed over time in reaction to historical oppression and the

for both parties to engage in some degree of communication

Diaspora experience of Jews. Strength, integrity, and the ability to

accommodation. The communication accommodation theory

perform dugri are cultural values that weigh more strongly in

developed by Giles and Byrun (1982) helps to guide such

interpersonal interactions than the maintenance of social harmony

endeavors. According to this theory, there is a tendency for

for Israeli Jews.

members of in-groups to react favorably to outgroup members

The diametrically opposite communication patterns undoubtedly
pose significant barriers for improving inter-ethnic relations
between Israel Jews and Palestinian Arabs. To facilitate
intergroup dialogues between two cultural groups, it is of vital
importance to help both groups understand such stylistic
diﬀerences as well as the underlying values and histories that
shape them. Scholars have noted that the use of dugri and
musayra varies from intergroup interactions to intragroup

who engage in communication convergence toward them, such
as using a similar speech style or accent. In-group members’
evaluation of outgroups is based on situational norms in the initial
stages of conversation and interpersonal convergence in later
stages of the conversation. For communication convergence to
occur there needs to be a match between speakers’ views of
message receivers’ speech style, the actual style used, and the
communication norm in the context. If a stranger accommodates
our communication style and we perceive the intention to be
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positive, it will reduce our uncertainty and anxiety and promote

about our own styles, perspectives, values, and assumptions. As

greater rapport between the two parties.

the world becomes increasingly diverse, such knowledge can be

Understanding diﬀerences in communication styles allows us to
know how to accommodate others in intercultural communication
settings. For example, a high-context communicator can be more

crucial toward gaining a greater understanding of ourselves and
the strangers we meet, and for building stronger relations across
cultures.

direct and explicit about his or her true intentions when

The previous section is provided by Saylor Academy’s Verbal

communicating with someone from a low-context communication

Communication Styles and Culture.

culture, with the understanding that the person will pay more
attention to the actual verbal message than contextual cues, and
care more about message clarity, integrity, and directness than
saving face. Likewise, a low-context communicator can be more
sensitive to situational cues and use a more indirect style,
especially for messages that are potentially face threatening,
when communicating with someone from a high-context
communication culture, with the understanding that the other
person is more oriented toward relational harmony and face
saving.
To sum up, understanding how people from diﬀerent cultures
communicate and where these cross-cultural diﬀerences come
from helps us revise the interpretive framework we tend to use to
evaluate others’ behaviors, construct messages that are less
likely to evoke misunderstanding and distrust, and have a more
open and flexible attitude in intercultural communication. It also
allows us to develop empathy and patience for culturally diﬀerent
others and to negotiate these diﬀerences by educating them
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Chapter 10

Cross-Cultural
Conflict
Resolution
After reading this chapter, students will be able to
do the following:
• Demonstrate examples illustrating how crosscultural styles of conflict resolution impact
problem-solving in various countries, and how it
diﬀers from the styles preferred by American
managers.
• Analyze Thomas–Kilmann’s conflict resolution
model and how it can be applied to international
settings.
• Analyze various ways people from diﬀerent
countries participate in teams, handle conflicts,
are influenced by their culture, and cope with the
challenges of working in virtual, global teams.

Section 1

Conflict resolution
Introduction

ranking of the goals may be diﬀerent as could the notion of goals
themselves.

Conflict is a situation in which one party perceives that the other
party is negatively aﬀecting its interests due to incompatible

Cognitive conflict or task conflict

goals, cognitions, emotions, scarce resources, or breakdown(s)

This is a situation wherein ideas, perceptions, thoughts, acquired

in communication. When people involved in the conflict are from
diﬀerent cultural backgrounds, such disruptions can rapidly
escalate and get out of control.

Sources of conflict
Incompatible goals or substantive conflicts
These occur in the form of fundamental disagreement because
people are pursuing diﬀerent goals. Goal conflicts in individual
work units are a natural part of any organization (e.g., the finance
department wants to cut costs while the marketing department
wants a large campaign budget in order to tailor the product’s
features to meet the needs of people in diﬀerent continents.)
When conflicts arise between parties of dissimilar cultures, not

knowledge, etc. appear to be incompatible. It includes
diﬀerences about how job boundaries and task responsibilities
should be delineated (i.e., who should do what and how much
responsibility each person should get.)
Aﬀective conflict or relationship conflict
This is a situation in which feelings or emotions are incompatible.
It involves personal issues such as mutual dislike, lack of trust,
fear, personality clashes, and annoyance among parties. A
personality conflict emerges when two people simply do not get
along or do not view things similarly. Personality tensions are
caused by diﬀerences in personality, attitudes, values, and
beliefs.

only can the goals be genuinely incompatible, but also the
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Power & status diﬀerence conflict
This conflict may occur when one individual has problematic

site with the most people or the one closest to company
headquarters.

influence over another. In other cases, conflict arises from the

Another conflict related to power is the hierarchical

perception of power imbalance. If, for example, most marketing

communication between low power-distance high power-distance

personnel for a large, multinational company are located in the

countries. Consider the following example:

U.S. with three or four in Brazil and a couple in Europe and Asia,
there may be a sense that the American members have more

BusinessObjects

power. This imbalance sets up a negative dynamic. People in the

When BusinessObjects, a company based in both France and the

larger group may feel resentment toward the minority group,

United States, expanded into India, cultural diﬀerences quickly

believing that the latter will try to get away with contributing less

arose regarding communication up and down the hierarchy. One

than its fair share. Meanwhile, those in the minority group may

U.S. manager, Sarah, told me, “I often need information from

believe that the majority is usurping what little power and voice

individuals on Sanjay’s staﬀ. I email them asking for input but get

they have. The situation is exacerbated when the leader is at the

no response.
The lack of communication is astounding.” When I spoke with
Sanjay, he said, “Sarah sends emails directly to my staﬀ without
getting my OK or even copying me. Those emails should go to
me directly, but she seems to purposefully leave me out of the
process. Of course, when my staﬀ receives those emails, they are
paralyzed.
This relatively minor cultural misunderstanding created tensions
aggravated by the fact that all the local employees in Bangalore
had spent their entire lives in India; none were in a position to see
things from the other perspective. The majority were software
engineers in their twenties. And the California oﬃce was made up

Figure 10.1: A marketing team of a multinational company headquartered in
Miami has 15 members in diﬀerent locations. Each group sees the power
structure diﬀerently.

entirely of American mid-career marketing experts, none of whom
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had ever been to India. A small issue threatened to sink the
enterprise.1
Scarce resources
This may include money, supplies, people, information, or time.
Often, organizational units are in competition for scarce or

Communication breakdown
Originally from China, Jin had recently started a new job as a
management consultant in New York City and was immediately
placed on two diﬀerent project teams with individuals from the
U.S., Germany, and the Netherlands.

declining resources, creating a situation where conflict is

Jin was keen on making a positive impression but felt ill-equipped

inevitable. Time is considered a valuable resource, valued in

to do so, especially in this mostly Western, multicultural team

some cultures more than in others. In synchronic cultures, getting

environment. Jin’s fellow consultants would express their

the job done on time takes precedence over whether

opinions with assertiveness, confidence, and enthusiasm. They

relationships may be negatively impacted. For them, time is

would speak out of turn, often interrupting each other, and

money in terms of costs, profit margins, and beating the

sometimes speaking over each other.

competition to market. Furthermore, failure to meet deadlines
could be interpreted as being incompetent. In other cultures, time
is cyclical and endless; deadlines are viewed as targets, and more
importance is placed on doing things right than worrying about
getting things done in a timely manner.
Breakdown in communication or communication-based
clashes

In China, communication was very diﬀerent and had more of a
turn-taking quality: One person would speak—typically the most
senior team member—and others would politely listen. After that
person had spoken, others could contribute as well, though
always in ways that would not threaten the “face” of their
superior.
Jin’s diﬀerent communication style showed up on his

These may derive from diﬀerences in speaking styles, writing

performance review as a liability. His manager used words such

styles, and nonverbal communication styles. These stylistic

as “lacking confidence,” “not a team player,” and “not willing to

diﬀerences frequently distort the communication process. Faulty

contribute to team discussions.” But Jin had thought he was all of

communication leads to misperceptions and misunderstandings

those things: confident, a team player, and willing to contribute to

that can lead to long-standing conflict. Look at the following

group discussions. He even made eﬀorts to adapt his style when

example:

working with this Western-dominant team.
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These eﬀorts went unnoticed. Jin felt hurt by the news and

In Somalia, for example, the formal mediator could be a

wanted to figure out where things could have gone wrong. He

traditional elder, as they are revered for their local knowledge and

wanted to succeed in his new position, but felt stymied by the

relationships, and are relied upon for direction and advice, as well

team culture. He felt embarrassed about making a cultural

as for their skills in helping parties communicate with each other.3

mistake and about his linguistic ineptitude, frustrated and
resentful about having to adapt in the first place, and also
alienated from the group.2

Conflict management
In order to resolve conflict situations, structural methods of

Decoupling
“Avoid having people work together if they do not get along.
Decoupling works best in diﬀuse cultures, and specially is those
where harmony is an important cultural value like Japan. In
achievement cultures, such a procedure would be seen as

conflict management can help. Here are some approaches:

childish and unprofessional. Workers are supposed to leave their

Mediation

on working, no matter what their issues with other colleagues

Mediation means to have a middle person or third party acting in
the role as a go-between or facilitator. The role of mediator is to
provide both parties with opportunities to put forward their views

emotions aside (particularly in neutral cultures) and concentrate
could be.4
Linking pins

and assist in analyzing the problem and looking for solutions.

Similar to a mediator, a linking pin could be a bi-national person

The mediator could be a senior from your discipline area, if you

each other. It works better before the conflict has gone too deep,

and the co-worker are from the same discipline, a team leader or

in order to reduce anxiety and release tension. Otherwise, it can

other senior staﬀ member, an independent person from human

cause disruption.5

that helps two people from two diﬀerent cultures to understand

resources management. For example, if two CEOs of diﬀerent
subsidiaries in diﬀerent countries disagree on a course of action
to undertake, a CEO from headquarters or from a third
independent subsidiary may be called upon to make a decision
that the other two parties will have to respect.

Leaders with cultural perspective & clear expectations
Managers need to be capable of understanding multiple cultural
perspectives and serving as a cultural bridge in conflict situations,
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ready to have a frank group discussion or confidential side
conversations, depending on the situation.
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Section 2

Conflict styles
Thomas-Kilmann’s conflict model has been used for decades as

Research shows that members of individualistic cultures use a

a conflict management tool. Under the framework there are five

more competitive style in dealing with conflict and are more likely

conflict handling orientations to resolving conflict in terms of

to push for speedy closure. They view the self as free and

assertiveness (attempting to satisfy one’s own concerns in a

independent of groups, favor individual goals over group goals,

conflict situation) and cooperativeness (attempting to satisfy the

and use direct forms of communication.7

other party’s concerns in a conflict situation). These five
orientations are: competitive (high in assertiveness, low in
cooperativeness); accommodating (low in assertiveness, high in
cooperativeness); avoiding (low in both assertiveness and
cooperativeness); collaborating (high in both assertiveness and
cooperativeness); and compromising (midway in both
assertiveness and

cooperativeness).6

Competition
The competitive style is grounded in a high concern for oneself
and a low concern for the other party. Typically, people using this
style dominate in discussion and seek to achieve their own
goals. Such people stress winning a conflict at the expense of
losing the relationship with the other person involved.

It can occasionally be the right style to choose if the other party
is firmly fixed in a competitive style or there are genuinely scarce
resources. While competitive tactics are not necessarily
dysfunctional, competition can easily slide into a destructive
scenario. In a conflict centered on bids by two alternative
suppliers, for example, the best choice might well be a
competing strategy with a winner and loser. After all, the
objective in such a situation is to win the contract for one’s own
company.
Hofstede’s masculinity-femininity dimension taps into how a
culture values assertiveness and achievement over nurturing and
concern for others. Clearly, members of masculine cultures
would be expected to pursue more assertive strategies
(competing and collaborating) in resolving conflict. Finally, if a
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culture is more long-term oriented, members of that culture may

concerns are complex and a creative or novel synthesis of ideas

find it easier to pursue the conflict resolution behaviors of

is required. The downside of this approach is that the process of

accommodating and collaborating with a view towards long-term

collaborating mandates sincere eﬀort by all parties involved, and

gains. This is also in the interest of preserving long-term

it may require a lot of time to reach a consensus.

relationships over short-term gains.8

Collectivist cultures, like those found in Japan, China, India,

In contrast, a competing approach almost never works well in the

generally look for mutual gain. They focus on building and

interpersonal conflict of people working in the same oﬃce or for

maintaining relationship and keeping a humble attitude, not to be

the same organization. Competitive tactics can include lying,

confused with weakness. In Japan, making concessions can

concealing one’s own goals, concealing one’s own interests,

represent a way to show goodwill in business and to expose

attacking or criticizing the other person verbally, elevating one’s

intentions to develop a lasting and profitable relationship. Giving

own arguments, denigrating or rejecting the other’s arguments,

today may just be a very polite way to signal that favors may be

threatening and bluﬃng, and pretending to be or actually being

expected from the other side in the future.

hostile. Individualist societies, in which the ties between
individuals are loose, value individual needs and interests over
those of the group and tend to adopt a competitive style of
conflicts.

Compromise
The compromising style is positioned in the middle with moderate
concerns for both oneself and others. Compromisers value

Collaboration

fairness and, in doing so, anticipate mutual give-and-take

The collaboration style employs a problem-solving strategy that

compromisers believe this agreeableness will encourage others to

involves both a high concern for oneself as well as the other

meet them halfway. A person who uses this style seeks the

participants in the conflict. The interest of both parties should be

middle ground of a problem-solving strategy and is willing to give

maximized, and the relationship should be kept. It is often

something up in order to get other things. It is often used when

described as the win-win scenario. Both sides creatively work

opponents with equal power are committed to mutually exclusive

towards achieving the goals and desired outcomes of all parties

goals. Individualists make compromises only when necessary to

involved. The collaboration style is appropriate when the

reach an agreement.

interaction.9 By accepting some demands put forth by others,
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Accommodation

go a long way in terms of surrendering own interests for the
benefit of one cause.

The accommodating style is typically used when there is a low
concern for oneself and a high concern for others. Individuals
who use this style easily give in to the demands of others for
many reasons. They do it because they want to be liked by
others, when they find themselves to be wrong, when the issue is
more important to the other party, when they find conflict
uncomfortable, or when they have no other choice but to yield for
the sake of keeping the relationship or even the job.
The main outcome is the maintenance of the relationship. It is
also used when one party in a conflict genuinely does not care
about the outcome of the conflict. However, if accommodation is
the only style a person utilizes for all types of conflict, he or she is
advised to learn more skills. Typically, they are found in high
power distance cultures, such as those in South America,
Southern Europe, Asia, Africa, or in high uncertainty avoidance
ones in which the fear of the outcome of the conflict could
overcome the necessity to preserve one’s self-interest. This
behavior could also occur in particularistic cultures, in which a

Collectivistic societies define themselves in terms of their group
membership. As a result, they are willing to make sacrifices for
their group. Maintaining social relationships is highly valued, and
harmony often takes precedence over task accomplishment and
personal interest. Consequently, collectivists strive to minimize
disruption and their approach to resolve conflict is more
accommodating or avoiding styles.10
In high power distant cultures, keeping a good relationship with
the authorities may sound like utopia to most lower ranked
employees. Besides, their chances of obtaining anything out of
the powerful could seem impossible. Therefore, even if the selfinterest is not fulfilled, many people in such a situation would
deem it irrelevant to enter a discussion and would go on working
apathetically, doing the minimum not to enter a conflict situation,
but nothing more than that.

Avoiding

personal sense of loyalty may have developed. The sentiment of

In this style, the original problem, conflict, or situation is never

“honorable debt” vis-à-vis a partner could justify the giving away

directly addressed or resolved. However, avoiding behavior might

of certain rights or of certain privileges, goods, or conditions for

be appropriate when the issue is perceived by the manager to be

the mere sake of pride. In many countries, the sense of honor,

trivial. It can be rather useful in allowing both parties to cool oﬀ or

linked to “cleansing one’s name” or saving one’s reputation, can

in buying time until all the facts of a matter have been gathered. A
manager might choose to avoid an employee in the throes of an
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emotional outburst, for example, until the employee has had

counterpart could damage their network, so they would rather not

suﬃcient time to calm down. It might also be an appropriate

complicate the situation and go ahead just ignoring the facts and

approach to use when there is no chance of winning or when

walking away. In collectivistic cultures, the “we” identity takes

disruption would be very costly.

precedence over the “I” identity, in-group interests take

However, by neglecting to address high-conflict situations,
avoiders risk allowing problems to fester to the point of them
getting out of control. Examples of avoiding behavior can be
saying that the issue is not important enough to spend time on,
being overly polite, focusing on details to the exclusion of the real
issues, or using evasive remarks to avoid sensitive topics.
Manifestations of this may be making noncommittal statements

precedence over individual wants, and saving face for others
takes precedence over saving face for the self. Cultures scoring
high on collectivism view the self as interdependent with groups,
and group goals take priority over individual goals. They prefer
cooperative approaches to conflict resolution and are more likely
to accommodate others or avoid conflict rather than opting for
more assertive approaches.11

that sound like—but are not really—agreement, keeping

Other aspects of culture also are likely to aﬀect the conflict

conversations at an abstract level, or joking to distract from the

resolution process. For example, in high power-distance cultures,

real issues in a conflict.

employees will show more respect to those in higher positions

This option is preferred by high context cultures, particularists,
diﬀused, and high power-distance cultures because it allows the
maintenance of group harmony. Particularists may decide that
they are not interested in keeping the relationship alive with a
partner and will avoid the conflict by stopping their dealings with

and will be less likely to speak up against the boss, while in low
power-distance cultures, strategies like employee empowerment
work well and employees are more likely to feel empowered to
discuss diﬀerences of opinion openly with one another and with
their superiors.12

him/her. But if they are not sure there will ever be another chance
for positive exchanges with them, they may choose not to openly
express anger or negative feelings, but to shun from the situation
instead. Similarly, people from diﬀuse cultures may estimate that
the other party is not interesting or this particular deal is not worth
entering into a conflict, but that having a bad rapport with the
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Section 3

A case in point
Dealing with conflicts in cross-cultural teams

Let us look at some examples of situations that could lead to
conflict and how to avoid it.

One area in the international arena where managers are
expected to manage conflict is in that of dealing with teamwork
where team members come from diﬀerent cultures and are even
working from diﬀerent parts of the world. Leaders need to be
capable of understanding multiple cultural perspectives and
serving as a cultural bridge between parties in conflict situations.

Relationship
Karl Morel, an acquisitions expert from Nestlé, found himself in a
challenging situation when he was negotiating a joint venture in
China. Morel led a team to Shanghai to explore a venture with a
company that made packaged Chinese delicacies. The initial

Communication styles vary across cultures; so, too, does the

meetings with eight Chinese executives had him baﬄed. Morel

extent to which people socialize or get down to business at the

and his team tried to be friendly and transparent, providing all of

start of a meeting. There are diﬀerences in conventions around

the details the Chinese wanted. “But they were impenetrable and

time, giving feedback, and disagreeing publicly. Multicultural

unwilling to budge on any of their demands,” Morel said.

teams are prone to friction due to perceptions of ethnocentrism,
with minority team members feeling ignored or not taken
seriously. For example, if the team comprises three Germans and
three Koreans, you might guess that feedback will be a cultural
tripwire. Many Germans are notoriously comfortable giving
direct, unmitigated feedback, whereas the reverse is typically the
case in Korea unless the dialogue is between senior and junior

After a frustrating week, Morel and his colleagues met with a
Chinese business consultant to figure out how they should adjust
their approach. “The consultant told us that our approach was
wrong, that we were going too fast.” Morel reported. He said
they weren’t going to get what they wanted from the Chinese
executives until they developed guanxi with them.”14

colleagues.13
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Morel took the advice and invited the Chinese counterpart to

deadlines, covering up mistakes, micromanaging people, acting

dinner where there was live music and plenty of socializing and

erratically, superior, or dishonorably, and remaining aloof.

toasting at the prospect of a long-term relationship. After that, the
Chinese were more willing to cooperate and excellent progress
was made. There is a very clear, practical benefit to investing in
aﬀective relationship-building, especially in emerging markets.
Very often the relationship is, in itself, the business contract, so it
is important to join the crowd and show your true self to feel a
personal bond.

Trust
In cultural settings, trust comes in two types, and the diﬀerence
between them can cause cognitive and aﬀecting conflict.
Cognitive trust is based on the confidence you feel in the other
person’s qualifications, accomplishments, skills, or whether the
person can accomplish a given task. Aﬀective trust comes from
feelings of friendship and emotional warmth. “In cultures that are
more task-based, such as the U.S., Denmark, Germany, the U.K.,
business people are much more likely to develop work bonds
based largely on cognitive trust. In China, Brazil, Saudi Arabia,
and Nigeria, trust is relationship-based and is built through
developing a personal closeness.”15 Team members who build
trust are those who share information, acknowledge others, act
consistently, display integrity, help others, cooperate, act as
equals, and listen. Trust can be easily broken by missing

The language of emotions
In the U.S. and Latin American countries, it’s culturally acceptable
—even admirable—to show enthusiasm in a business setting,
assuming it’s appropriate for the situation, like when passionately
arguing for a point in a meeting, convincing those around you, or
speaking with a potential employer at a networking event.
In many other cultures, however, enthusiasm means something
quite diﬀerent. In Japan, for example, there are strict
boundaries about when and where people are allowed to display
emotion. During the regular workday, Japanese individuals are not
typically emotionally expressive. Even if they feel excited about
their work, they will rarely show it explicitly. This often changes
outside of the workplace setting, though, where Japanese people
can show a great deal of emotion—for example, when drinking,
having dinner with work colleagues, or singing karaoke. In
China, self-control and modesty are the coin of the realm, not
one’s ability to outwardly express emotion. In fact, expressing too
much outward enthusiasm, especially in front of a boss, could be
seen as showing oﬀ, which is not typically condoned in Chinese
culture.…In the U.K., people are typically far more understated
and subdued than Americans are. A truly outstanding
achievement, for example, is often characterized as ‘not bad.’
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And when people ask how each other are doing, the typical

This chapter was authored by Dr. Jeanette Francis of Lynn

answer is ‘fine’ (as opposed to ‘great’ or ‘good’ as it might be in

University’s College of Business and Management.

the U.S.). What Americans might describe as an ‘exciting’
initiative at work might pass without comment in Britain. Again,
like in many East Asian cultures, people in the U.K. value
moderation and self-control rather than emotional expressiveness
per se.”16
“Unfortunately, very few managers are consciously aware of these
diﬀerences. American bosses can be surprised by the lack of
passion of their Asian counterparts when, in fact, these folks may
be quite interested but just show it diﬀerently. On the other hand,
someone from U.K. can be frustrated by how superficial Latin
Americans are when oﬀering a big smile, handshake, or hug, not
necessarily realizing that these expressions may actually be quite
genuine and authentic.
In conclusion, conflicts are inevitable in international setting
where people from multiple cultures are in constant
communication and interaction. Resolving cross-cultural conflict
begins with identifying the source of the conflict and using
resolution styles and strategies that best adapt to the needs of
the cultures involved in the conflict. Resolution is not always
achieved, but there must be a willingness on both sides to
attempt to solve the problem at hand.
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Chapter 11

Negotiating
Across
Cultures
After reading this chapter, students will be able
to do the following:
• Distinguish between integrative and
distributive negotiation styles, and give
examples based on research or personal
experience.
• Recognize the impact of a negotiator’s culturebased attitudes, communication styles, time
sensitivity, emotionalism, and degree of risk
taking on cross-cultural negotiations.
• Analyze Jeswal Salacuse’s factors to consider
when negotiating across cultures, and
compare and contrast those factors when
studying country profiles.

Section 1

Negotiation process
Introduction

The options range from consciously avoiding the conflict by
surrendering to dominating and overpowering the other party by

Negotiation is part of our daily life, whether we see it that way or

coercion. Between avoidance and force is the negotiation zone,

not. We negotiate when we go to lunch with a group of friends,

mediation, arbitration, and litigation. These approaches are the

buy a phone, rent an apartment, and purchase cars or homes.

primary means of dispute resolution. The continuum also

Negotiation is an important and valuable tool with regards to

represents the balance of costs and control over outcome

success in business, as no organization can survive without the

involved in resolving a dispute. As the disputing parties move

ability to successfully negotiate contracts with suppliers,

from left to right across the continuum, the cost of resolving the

customers, or stakeholders.

dispute increases and the control the parties maintain over the

Negotiation is a process in which at least two parties with
diﬀerent needs and viewpoints try to reach an agreement on

outcome decreases. Likewise, the resolution style moves from
concession to competition.

matters of mutual interest.1 That is, negotiation is a back and
forth communication approach for resolving conflict when the
two parties need to reach an agreement because of some mutual
interest. Before we delve into the types of negotiations and the
best approaches for tackling negotiations, it is important to note
that negotiation is most eﬀective as a way to solve a specific
conflict only if it falls within the negotiation zone.
The dispute resolution continuum is a visual representation of
resolution processes available to parties involved in a dispute.

Figure 11.1: Dispute resolution continuum
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If one party is significantly more dominant (powerful) than another,

(2) a one-side wins all approach or zero-sum gain. The parties are

they could attempt to simply enforce their will on the other or

generally less concerned with how they perceive each other, or

resort to litigation to enforce a right. Other times, both parties

the eﬀect on their reputation. Each party interest is self-serving,

may choose to enlist the aid of an outside neutral party to

each assuming that the goals are incompatible and that they are

“mediate” the issue. Generally, the mediator’s role is that of a

struggling over how to divide a fixed pie. This competitive style’s

facilitator, bringing the parties together and assisting them to

goal is to claim or gain value at the expense of the other party

work through the particular issue. Another tool for conflict

and is commonly referred to as the “win-lose” approach. A

resolution involves the use of an “arbitrator.” The disputants

distributive agreement simply achieves a division of the party’s

present their case to an impartial third party, who then makes a

original inputs, because there is a limit or finite amount in the

decision for them, which resolves the conflict. This decision is

thing being distributed or divided amongst the people involved.2

usually binding. Another approach, and the one of interest to us,
would be to attempt to settle the issue through a process in
which the parties interact in a manner that will eventually bring

Typical behavior of distributed bargainers include:3
• Give little or no information to the other side. The less they

about an agreement that would resolve the issue at hand. This is

know about your interests as to why you want to make the

the negotiation zone.

purchase, or the point at which you would walk away, the better

Negotiation models
Traditionally, negotiation was viewed as a position-based activity
or distributed process. For example, two parties face oﬀ with the
goal of getting as much as possible. The seller wants to go after

your position. Expressing eagerness or need reveals a
weakness which could be exploited to your disadvantage.
• Try to pry as much information from the other side. Any
additional information that you uncover can be used as leverage
to negotiate a better deal.

the best price that they can obtain, while the buyer wants to pay
the lowest price to achieve the best bargain. Neither party had a

• The only information you should ever reveal are those

previous relationship, nor are they likely to have one after a one-

alternative options, such as other sellers, which shows we are

time meeting. Two scenarios can happen as the negotiation takes

prepared to walk from the negotiation whenever it suits us.

place: (1) a fair compromise where they reach a middle-ground
solution that both can accept—but are not very happy about—or

• Whatever is used as the first oﬀer will generally act as
a negotiation anchor upon which the rest of the negotiation will
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revolve. Try to get the other side to set the stage from which to

analyzing the causes into categories; considering possible

start.

strategies, and using broad thinking to resolve the issues.

On the other hand, there is what is called interest-based

• To fully understand each other’s situation, both parties must

bargaining or integrative negotiation. Conceptually, this implies

realistically share as much information as they can. Explain why

some cooperation, or a joining of forces to achieve something

you want to make a deal, your preferences, capacities, and

together. Usually it involves a higher degree of trust and a forming

business constraints. Cooperation is essential.

of a relationship. Both parties want to walk away feeling that they
have achieved something which has value by getting what each
wants. In this approach, the parties seek to understand each
other’s interest and then try to come up with solutions that take
those needs into account.
This collaborative style results in a win-win situation by creating
value-finding interests that the parties have in common or that

• Find solutions to each other’s problems. If you can oﬀer
something of lesser value which gives your counterpart
something which they need, and this results in you realizing
your objective, then you have integrated your problems into a
positive solution
• Engaging in long-term relationships that build bridges.

complement each other, then reconciling and expanding upon
those interests. Several variables must be present in order to
achieve this objective: a shared confidence in both party’s
problem-solving abilities, an understanding of each other’s
position and perspective, a commitment to strive toward a
mutually acceptable resolution, trust on both sides, and eﬀective
communications.4
Typical behavior of integrative bargainers include:5
• Discussion of a multitude of issues, way beyond price and
quality. Most disputes generally tend to have multiple
components which can be addressed by defining the problem,
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Section 2

Integrative vs. distributive
asks me why I want the pizza, I would explain that I hate
anchovies but want the crust. If she asked why you want the
pizza, you might reply that you love anchovy pizza but never eat
the crust. It is Siedel’s opinion that even in positional
negotiations like the one described above, both parties should
search for underlying interests by asking the “why” question in
an attempt to identify any underlying interests. The parties might
discover that there are no underlying interests they can use to
build a larger pizza (e.g., they both like anchovies and no one like
the crust.) In this case, they should revert to positional
Table 11.1: Dispute resolution continuum

negotiation. But, even if you identify underlying interests and
build a bigger pizza, your negotiation still becomes positional,

The distributed approach seems to be the most satisfying for

though now there is an opportunity to obtain larger pieces

both parties involved, but what about those situations where the

because the pizza is bigger.

only approach is position-based? In his book, Negotiation for
Success, George Siedel gives a suggestion to those with
extensive business experience who contend that most business
negotiations are position-based rather than interest-based.6 He
illustrates his point with a situation. You and I are fighting over a
gourmet anchovy pizza. My position is that I should get the
pizza; your position is that the pizza belongs to you. If our friend

Negotiation analysis
When conducting a negotiation analysis, there are at least six
questions to answer. Let us assume that you are engaged in a
simple, everyday negotiation—the sale of a car. You are
preparing to negotiate with a potential buyer named Kyle. Kyle is
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the only person who responded to your sales ad. You need at

consider withdrawing from it, and pursuing other alternatives.

least $4,000 from the sale of the car to finance the purchase of a

If this case were a dispute instead of a deal making, then the

truck you have ordered. You want to keep your car for three more

other alternatives would be those outside of the negotiation

weeks, which is when the truck will arrive. The reasonable value

zone such as mediation, arbitration, litigation, etc. In this case,

of the car (based on several online calculators) is $5,000. If you

your BATNA is to sell your car to Terry for $4,000.

cannot find a buyer willing to pay at least $4,500, you will sell the
car to your friend Terry for $4,000. You know that Terry will let you
keep the car for the next three weeks.
Now please take the time you consider the following questions:

4. What is my reservation price?
In this negotiation, it is $4,500.
5. What is the most likely price?

1. What is my overall goal in the negotiation?
The reasonable value is $5,000.
Selling my car is the overall goal.

6. What is my stretch goal?

2. What issues are most important to me in reaching this goal
and why are these important issues?

Your stretch goal would be a number higher than the most
likely price seller’s perspective and lower than the most likely

Price and time of transfer are the most important issues.
3. What is my best alternative to a negotiated agreement
(BATNA)?

price from the buyer’s perspective. Be careful with this one:
You do not want to be too greedy that you risk selling the car
or too accommodating that you sell it for almost the BATNA
price.

This is the back-up price, the best you can do if the other

From your perspective, the analysis would look something like

person refuses to negotiate with you. Another term for it is the

this:

walk away point. If the proposed agreement is better than your
BATNA, then you should accept it. If the agreement is not
better than your BATNA, then you should reopen negotiations,
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However, what about the other issue of transfer date? What if
Kyle agrees on the price but needs the car right away? This is
where asking why (underlying interest) is important, because you
Figure 11.2

Now, try to estimate Kyle’s answer to these questions. The

can come up with creative ideas for mutual benefit. If Kyle needs
the car to go to work, you could perhaps drive him to work or find
a temporary, alternative transportation.6

numbers will not be precise and you will try to obtain additional
information after the negotiation begins, but for the time being, let
us assume the following for Kyle:

Figure 11.3

With these figures in mind, you are ready to complete the last part
of the analysis, which is the calculation of the zone of possible
agreement (ZOPA). The deal can take place in this zone.
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Figure 11.4

Section 3

Influence of culture on negotiation
Cultural considerations play an important role in the negotiation

information to have. For example, the establishment of goals in

process as the negotiators on both sides bring with them their

the negotiation may be diﬀerent to a culture of femininity where

own specific cultural values, norms, attitudes, and behaviors. As

relationships are important versus a culture of masculinity where

we learned earlier, an important aspect in developing a

material success and progress are valued. The following are

negotiation strategy revolves around preparation, and this

aspects to consider when negotiating across cultures.

becomes more intense when dealing with parties from diﬀerent
cultures.

The parties

First, in addition to analyzing the current issues that brought the

When the parties in a negotiation come from diﬀerent cultures,

parties to the table, it is advisable to study the other negotiator’s

they arrive at the table carrying with them diﬀerent perceptions,

culture and history. Next, it is equally necessary that a negotiator

cognitions, and assumptions on what is expected and on what is

be self-aware of his or her own cultural proclivities. This is

supposed to happen. A negotiator from one culture may view the

important in order to gain insight into potential cultural

process as a competitive confrontation whereas his counterpart

similarities or diﬀerences that could come into play during the

may view it from a cooperative perspective.

negotiations. Finally, taking the time to know about the other
party before the negotiation begins provides the negotiators with
an opportunity to find a common basis on which to build a
relationship.
The negotiator’s skills in research, preparing the environment,

The culture itself may determine who the negotiator will be.
Some cultures may not allow women to play a role in certain
negotiation settings. This could be indicative of a culture that
exhibits a high-power distance where inequalities among people
and gender are both expected and encouraged.

building rapport, and an understanding of how a particular
culture approaches its procedural interest is excellent
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Another issue is the type and amount of preparation of the

exchange of small talk. If someone waxes philosophical about the

negotiators. Universalist cultures, like those found in Germany

enduring nature of relationships instead of getting to the point,

and the U.S., have a tendency to have done their homework and

the other party will feel disoriented about the purpose of the

will attend the negotiation meeting having prepared all the

conversation, and annoyed that their time is being wasted.

necessary documentation and a developed strategy.
Particularistic cultures, like those found in Italy and Brazil, tend to
prepare the basics but wait until they meet the partners in person
and develop a relationship before making any decisions or
drafting any contracts.

However, in countries like Mexico, conversations are primarily an
opportunity to enhance relationships. Here, participants expect
that most of the interaction will center on the subjective goal of
cultivating goodwill and reinforcing feelings of interdependence
and mutual obligation. If one party were to “cut to the chase” too

Negotiators from individualistic, sequential, internal locus of

quickly, the other party would feel confused about why they were

control cultures will require specific details to be stated in the

being treated so aggressively. Depending on the context, they

contract in order to ensure that there will be no ambiguities or

may become oﬀended, go into damage control mode, or even

misunderstanding in the future. Sometimes, people from these

interpret the harsh approach as a sign that the relationship is

cultures will bring lawyers to the negotiation table to discuss

being terminated.

matters. The main intention of people from these low-context
cultures is to minimize the room for conflict in the future.7

The danger here is that someone from a task-oriented country
may focus so much on the immediate problem that the person

Negotiators from collective, synchronic, external locus of control

from the relationship-oriented country leaves feeling devalued. On

cultures see the attempt to pre-state everything as lack of trust

the other hand, the person from the relationship-oriented country

and lack of willingness to develop a good relationship for the long

may try so hard to avoid making waves that their counterpart

term. They would see as a sign of goodwill to agree on general

from a task-oriented country winds up assuming that there is no

principles and then adapt to specific situations and demands as

problem to address.8

time goes by and the relationship evolves.

The structure

In some countries like the U.S., people view conversations as an
opportunity to exchange information. Participants expect each

This dimension includes variables such as the size of the

other to get down to business fairly quickly, even if there is a brief

negotiation team, time limit, power distribution between the
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parties, and the setting in which negotiation meetings are to take

week. Their Vietnamese counterpart—much bigger in size—

place. Consider the size of the negotiating teams as an example.

leased a chateau for a year. The frustrated Americans continually

Negotiators from low power distance, low uncertainty avoidance,

renewed their weekly reservation to accommodate the timing of

and sequential cultures would tend to delegate decision-making

the Vietnamese, putting Americans at a disadvantage and forcing

more than others do. This explains why the number of people

them to make more concessions than the Vietnamese.

present in meetings is lower and the extent of their influence
relatively high. They might sometimes consult headquarters (in
particular their lawyers back home) before making a final
decision, but will generally have been given relatively more
freedom to act. Negotiators from high power distance, high
uncertainty avoidance, synchronic, collectivistic cultures would
tend to centralize decision-making processes, and therefore the
level of delegation in these cultures is lower, requiring several
visits from lowly ranked people before the “big boss” arrives.

Another issue related to structure is the physical arrangement and
location of meetings. Should you meet at their oﬃce, your oﬃce,
or a neutral location? Those parties seeking an integrative
solution should procure an environment that supports
cooperation and not competition. Japanese are known for
spending lavishly in entertaining business negotiators, taking
counterparts to expensive restaurants and resorts. Sometimes, if
choosing a neutral location, negotiators may choose a location
half way between the two companies’ headquarters. As an

Sometimes, those in power need to underline their status by

alternative to the conference table, where teams sit on opposite

bringing their subordinates as advisors, trainees, secretaries, etc.

sides, negotiators from both teams may choose to sit on the

In those cultures, lawyers would not be made visible or

same side of the table. Consider the layout of the space where

sometimes will not even exist. The presence of a lawyer could, at

negotiating will take place. Some cultures—American, for

times, be interpreted as failure of the relationship building and

example—see it as normal to negotiate across a table. Chinese

therefore the end of any further agreements.

executives may not need the table as a barrier and prefer to sit

The duration of a negotiation can vary markedly across cultures.

side by side with less direct eye contact.

Americans, being particularly impatient, often expect negotiation

Do not get flustered by the other side’s approach to

to take a minimum amount of time. During the Paris Peace

time. Arab and African cultures are polychronic, meaning time is

Accords, designed to negotiate an end to the Vietnam War, The

non-linear and many diﬀerent issues will be addressed at once.

American team arrived in Paris and made hotel reservations for a

Northern European cultures—particularly those in Scandinavian
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countries—and North American cultures are monochromic. One

where culture holds an influence on the negotiation process.

agenda point at a time will be addressed before moving on to the

Certain cultures, as found with the French, Israelis, or Russians,

next. Culture clash can easily happen when the two meet over the

do not shy away from a confrontational approach and aggressive

negotiating table, so try to be flexible.

tactics. This could lead the negotiators to adopt a more

Structures
Informal or formal personal style: Personal style concerns the

competitive style of negotiations. Other cultures, like the
Japanese, may adopt a much less confrontational style in order to
avoid direct, aggressive conflict, and instead choose a more

way a negotiator talks to others, uses titles, dresses, speaks, and

collaborative orientation toward the negotiations.

interact with other persons. A negotiator with a formal style

In developing a strategy, the level of risk a party is willing to take

addresses counterparts by their titles and avoids personal
anecdotes of questions related to family or private life. An
informal style negotiator tries to start discussions on a first-name
basis, or quickly seeks to develop a personal, friendly
relationship.
One leader or group consensus: This factor deals with how
each team is organized, who has the authority to make
commitments, and how decisions are made. Many American
teams tend to follow the approach of a small negotiation team
with a supreme leader who has complete authority to decide all
matters. Other cultures, notably the Japanese and Chinese,
stress large teams and consensus decision-making.

The strategy

is often calculated. These include a party’s level and form of
sharing information, revealing positions, trying new approaches,
and tolerating uncertainty. Cultures with a high uncertainty index
also tend to be fearful of unfamiliar risks. As a result, they might
prefer a deductive approach whereby the parties first agree on
principles that are then applied to the issues during the
negotiation process. This way, the rule sets are established
upfront, thus removing some of the uncertainties in the process.
This approach would provide the framework for dealing with the
issues as they occur.
Strategies
General or specific agreements: Generally, Americans prefer
very detailed contracts that attempt to anticipate all possible
eventualities because the deal is the contract itself. One must

The strategy used by negotiators, particularly along the

refer to the contract to handle new situations that may arise.

negotiation continuum previously discussed, “is another area of

Other cultures, such as Chinese, prefer a contract in the form of
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general principles rather than detailed rules, because it is claimed

itself; that is, the actual interaction between parties. These

that the essence of the deal is the relationship between the

interaction is the method or tactic that the parties uses to

parties.

communicate. It is the way they exchange information, seek out

Bottom-up or top-down agreement building: Does the
negotiation start from an agreement on general principles and

methods to create options, or find room for maneuvering and
concessions.

proceed to specific items, or does it begin with an agreement on

The manner in which the parties are communicating, then, is an

specifics, such as price, delivery date, and product quality, the

important element in the negotiation process. For example, low

sum total of which becomes the contract?

context communication is the predominant form of

Contract or relationship negotiation goal: For dealmakers from
some cultures, the goal of a business negotiation—first and

communication in an individualistic culture while high context
communications is predominant in collectivist cultures.

foremost—is usually to arrive at a signed contract with rights and

It is also imperative to learn to read body language. In direct

duties that binds the two sides. Other cultures tend to consider

communicating cultures, like with Germans or Israelis, people will

the goal of a negotiation the creation of a relationship between

say what they mean, but if you are negotiating with Japanese

the two sides. The essence of the deal is the relationship itself.

or Arab cultures, you will need to learn to read between the lines.

Win-lose or win-win negotiation attitude: Win-win negotiators

Try to understand negative responses like, “We’ll think about it,”
or “Maybe,” which are usually polite ways of saying “No.” In other

see deal-making as a collaborative and problem-solving process;

countries, like South Korea, conversation participants scan for

win-lose negotiators see it as confrontational. One side sees

meaning on many diﬀerent frequencies. Not only do they read

negotiation from the integrative perspective, while the other sees

between the lines in the words that are spoken and pay very

it from the distributed perspective. If you believe that an

close attention to the emotional side of the message, they also

integrative approach to negotiation is in the best interest of both

find significance in the conversation setting, the relationship

parties, how should you negotiate with a win-lose dealmaker?

status between the two parties, and the greater organizational

The process

and social context playing out behind the scenes.
In countries like Germany, it is a sign of respect and

The fourth area where culture impacts negotiation is the process

professionalism to speak clearly and leave no room for
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misinterpretation, especially in a diﬃcult conversation. Those who

Informality vs. formality

speak indirectly are judged as being inarticulate, having muddled
thinking, lacking confidence, or hiding something. If one party
were to approach a diﬃcult topic by “beating around the bush,” it
would likely make the other person confused and impatient.

In countries like Australia where people are generally casual and
laid back, they may try to diﬀuse any tension by approaching the
conversation without too much fuss. In fact, they might even

By contrast, in countries like Japan, people prefer to

interpret an overtly formal setting as a sign that the situation was

communicate indirectly, especially when it comes to a sensitive

worse than they had thought, which could put them on edge.

topic. To avoid inadvertently damaging a relationship or causing
someone to lose face, people approach problems through subtle
hints, vague references, or general statements. If someone were
to directly state a problem, it would at best make them look
ungraceful, immature, and untrustworthy, and at worst damage
the relationship to the point of it ending. The danger here is that a
person from a direct culture may come across as insensitive and
ill-mannered, while the person from the indirect culture may
appear scattered and shifty.9
Processes
Direct or indirect communication: Some negotiators emphasize
direct and simple methods of communication, while others rely

Yet, in other countries like Poland, people expect the degree of
ceremony to match the gravity of the topic being discussed.
Meeting in a formal oﬃce with some observance of protocol
would be expected, as it conveys respect and shows a
seriousness of purpose. In this case, being casual could come
across as flippant or glib, or give the impression that the
ramifications have not been suﬃciently thought through.
The danger here is that someone from an informal culture may
unintentionally appear like he did not care enough to make an
eﬀort, or may inadvertently undermine the topic he needs to
discuss. At the same time, a person from a more formal culture
might unwittingly up the ante and make her counterpart believe

heavily on indirect and complex methods such as

the situation is much more dire than originally thought.10

roundaboutness, vague comments, facial expressions, gestures,

Jeswal Salacuse, author of The Global Negotiator, suggests

and other kinds of body language.

considering ten factors when negotiating across cultures based
on extensive field research on 310 business professionals. They
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are shown below, classified within the four aspects of the
negotiation process:11
The players
High or low sensitivity to time: This has to do with a particular
culture’s attitudes toward time. “It is said the Germans are always
punctual, Latin Americans are habitually late, Japanese negotiate
slowly, and Americans are quick to make a deal.”
High or low emotionalism: Various cultures have diﬀerent rules
as to the appropriateness and forms of displaying emotions, and
these rules are brought to the negotiation table as well. Latin
Americans are known for showing their emotions while the
Japanese and many Asians conceal their feelings.
High or low risk-taking: Japanese, with their emphasis on
requiring large amounts of information and their intricate group
decision-making processes, need to save face and avoid failure
Figure 11.5: Negotiation factors

that would embarrass their company, so they tend to be risk
averse. Americans, by comparison, are risk-takers.
In conclusion, whereas the general concept of negotiation is easy
enough to understand, in practice it can be extremely
challenging. Opposing views about what is right and wrong,
disagreement on what is fair and equitable, understanding each
other’s message and form of communication, and even the
procedures that will be used to conduct negotiations are but a

few of the hurdles that negotiators will encounter. Negotiation is
further complicated when the parties come across dissimilar
cultures. A lot can be lost and misunderstood in this back-andforth communication process, which is one reason being an
international manager is such a daunting job. However, those
skilled in cultural competency will have a competitive advantage
over those who do not want to adapt to the new international
landscape.
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